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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the last twenty years, there has been much emphasis placed on 

interpreting Aristotle through the lens of social democracy; many scholars, Martha 

Nussbaum foremost among them, have argued that Aristotle is a progressive and forward 

looking social democrat. However, this claim flies in the face of what many see when 

they read Aristotle - he writes with rampant elitism, denying citizenship to women, 

foreigners, and the majority of the Greek working population. Furthermore, Aristotle's 

ideal polls is built on a foundation of slave labor, and great deal of time in the Politics is 

spent building the argument for the naturalness of slavery. When viewed in this context, 

how is h possible that so many Aristotle scholars argue in favor of Aristotle being labeled 

as a social democrat? 

I will to present an interpretation of Aristotle that strips away this superficial 

eUtism, explains why Aristotle restricts citizenship, and suggests that while Aristotle is 

not a social democrat in the way Nussbaum and others would claim, there are hints of 

social democracy in the Politics. By employing the capabihties approach, first developed 

by Sen and then appUed to Aristotle's political theory by Nussbaum, I arrive at an 

interpretation that demonstrates Aristotle's tendency toward social democracy by opening 

up the possibility of citizenship to the productive class. 

From the outset, it must be clear that the theory presented is not a view explicitly 

endorsed by Aristotle; it is an interpretation of the text intended to suggest that Aristotle 



may have been advocating the extension of citizenship to the productive class in his 

formulation of the ideal poUs. Nor is this theory intended to be a suggestion of how a 

state ought to be organized; for the slave class will still endure, and women will remain 

outside the scope of political participation. It is an interpretation of Aristotle that allows 

for the productive class to be given the opportunity to achieve eudaimonia and citizenship 

by affording them the benefit of education. 

In order to understand the construction of Aristotle's ideal polls, it is first 

important to understand the goals and function of the poUs. Aristotle defines the goal of 

his pohs as to "make available to each and every citizen the material, institutional, and 

educational circumstances in which good human functioning may be chosen; to move 

each and every one of them across a threshold of capability into circumstances in which 

they may choose to live and function well."^ Put simply, the goal of the ideal pohs 

Aristotle has in mind is to create conditions under which each member of the poUs can 

achieve eudaimonia, if they are capable and choose to do so.^ Thus, every aspect of the 

state must be geared toward fostering eudaimonia in members of the poUs - the 

constitution, distribution of pubUc goods, economic structure, even the assignment of 

poUtical participation and rights must be centrally focused on the goal of producing 

citizens who can achieve eudaimonia. Therefore, the flindamental question becomes: 

' Martha Nussbaum, "Aristotelian Social Democracy," In R. Bruce Douglas, Gerald M. Mara, and 
Hemy S. Richardson (eds.), Liberalism and the Good (London: Routledge, 1990), 203. 

^ It cannot have escaped notice that I have shifted the language here from "citizen" to "member oi 
the pohs." Since my goal in this paper is to demonstrate that groups historically considered non-citizens 
can, in fact, become citizens, this shift seems an important one to make. For ftuther evidence that the goal 
of the state is the eudaimonia of its people, see Politics, 1.2, 26-29. 



under what circumstances can one achieve eudaimonia, and in what ways is the state 

required to help foster eudaimonia within the members of the poUs? 

In order to seriously examine and answer this question, we must estabUsh some 

guidelines or criteria by which to judge how one achieves eudaimonia. To do such, I will 

invoke the capabilities approach to eudaimonia introduced by Nussbaum which possesses 

two key benefits: first, she does not accept the all-or-nothing approach to eudaimonia; 

rather, she endorses a scale, or range of capabilities and as such, a range of eudaimonia 

potential; secondly, Nussbaum's breakdown of necessary components or guideposts to 

achieving eudaimonia allows for the isolation of those incapable of eudaimonia, and the 

explanation of why each group is denied poUtical participation, as opposed to clumping 

together all those who cannot achieve eudaimonia. 

According to Nussbaum, to be in a position to achieve eudaimonia is to possess 

three different levels of capabilities - Basic, or B capabihties, Internal, or I capabihties, 

and External, or E capabihties. The use of the term 'capability,' however, is somewhat 

misleading; for the word impUes action, leading to the assumption that capabihties are 

completely within the active control of the agent. Yet, it wiU soon become clear that not 

all of what Nussbaum calls capabilities are active; some capabihties are not abilities the 

agent can control, but are instrumental goods, like not dying prematurely, or objective 

goods, hke the virtues of compassion, and knowledge.^ Rather, "[s]he explicitly takes . . . 

[capabihties] to include 'beings' as well as 'doings'.""* So, if it is understood that the goal 

^ Thomas Hurka, "Capability, Functioning, and Perfectionism," Apeiron. Special Issue Volume 
35, Number 4 (December 2002): 140-1. 

'' Ibid., 140. 



of the pohs is to create a system under which each of hs members can succeed (i.e., 

become eudaimon) it must, therefore, be understood that the pohs is a system of mutual 

cooperation in which members work to achieve eudaimonia and are aided by the state in 

ways specifically aimed at aUowing members to achieve the goal of eudaimonia. 

However, before moving on to the specifics of Nussbaum's formulation of capabilities, a 

general outhne of Nussbaum's capabihties approach might be usefiil. 

OveraU, Nussbaum's position is that for an individual to achieve eudaimonia each 

of the three capabihties (Basic, Internal, and External) must meet a certain threshold 

requhement. Further, the state has an obhgation to foster eudaimonia in its members, 

hmited in one key way: because B capabihties include those activities and abilities that 

define what it is to be human, (which shall address more exphcitly in the next chapter) 

the state is only committed to helping those who meet a certain threshold of B 

capabilities achieve I and E capabihties. Nussbaum's picture is what she calls a 

Distributive Conception - the state has an obligation to help a B capable person achieve 

eudaimonia - and in so doing, the state achieves its goal of "make[rng] it possible for its 

citizens to hve well." 

^ Martha Nussbaum, "Nature, Fimction, and CapabiUty: Aristotie on PoUtical Distribution," in 
Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy. Supplementary Volume 1 (1988): 156. 



CHAPTER n 

CAPABILITIES 

The Nature of B Capabilities 

In order to develop a Ust of B capabilities, Nussbaum attempts to identify those 

abihties or activities that isolate what it is to be human. The characteristics she claims 

are B capabihties are those things without which we would fail to consider someone 

'human.' Included on the hst are bodily integrity, having basic needs like food and 

shelter met, the capacity for pleasure and pain, concem for others, social interaction, 

practical reason, imagination, and thought.^ Therefore, Nussbaum defines a person who 

is B capable as: 

[a] person is B-capable of flanction A if and only if the 
person has an individual constitution organized so as to A, 
given the provision of suitable training, time, and other 
instrumental necessary conditions."^ 

In attempting to understand what Nussbaum means by the possession of B capabihties, 

the first step will be to dissect her definition to achieve a more accessible notion of B 

capabihties. In its distilled form, one possesses a B capabihty when she has a natural 

constitution such that if she has access to leisure time, training, education, and the hke, 

she can do a certain function A. Here it can be seen that a B capability is not the abihty 

^ For a further and more detailed list, see Nussbaum, Aristotelian, as well as Nussbaum, Martha. 
Sex and SocialJustice (New York: Oxford UP, 1999) 

' Nussbaum, Nature Function, 166. 



to perform any particular action, rather, it is "merely the aptitudes for acquiring" more 

advanced abihties, and eventually, the virtues."^ 

So, B capabihties must be looked at as the raw materials one has, the innate tools 

one utilizes as a foundation upon which more advanced capabilities can be developed. 

B capabihties are what Julia Annas caUs 'mere nature.' As she explains: 

Aristotle does in the Ethics and Politics often talk of nature 
in a way that contrasts it with habituation and thus with the 
development of virtue. Our development, he says, requires 
not only nature but also habit and reason; nature on its own 
can be developed either for the better or for the worse, so 
that it is up to humans to make use of their reason to 
control their nature by means of habit.^ 

Because B capabihties are innate, they are best understood as one's natural potential to 

acquire the vutues, not the virtues themselves. Another way of examining this problem is 

by noting the difference between the ability to acquire a virtue and the abihty to exercise 

a virtue. One must possess the ability to acquire a virtue before she can exercise it. After 

one has the abihty to acquire a virtue, she may then practice the virtue in the attempt to 

achieve eudaimonia. 

Furthermore, it is unportant to note that while B capabihties occur naturaUy, this 

does not mean our nature cannot be guided in certain ways, though it does mean the 

range is hmited and cannot be changed. For example, I have the abihty to acquhe 

knowledge, but this range is limited by my natural inteUectual capacity. It may be the 

case that I have the natural capacity to become the next Einstein - but if I do not have the 

^ Julia Annas, The Morality of Happiness (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1995), 147. 

^ Ibid., 143. 



capacity to be that intelhgent, it does not matter how much time I devote to study, I v^ll 

never be able to achieve that kind of brilhance. I can unprove my inteUectual ability 

within the range I was bom with, but no further because the range I was bom with 

determines the raw materials I have to work with. 

For Aristotle, only those people whose B capability range meets a certain 

threshold possess a claim on the government; not everyone can rightfiiUy claim that they 

are entitled to certain goods or rights that are bestowed by the state. Before moving on to 

I capabihties, I wiU briefly examine which groups do not possess a claim on the 

government, where they stand on the capability spectmm, and why they faU to meet the 

minimum standard of B capabihty. 

At the most basic level are those people who are completely B incapable - they 

do not possess, in any 'real' way, the abihty to acquire virtue. For example, those people 

who are in a persistent vegetative state, or people who are severely mentally retarded faU 

m this category. At the next level of the spectrum, is the level of natural slaves. For, we 

must remember what Aristotle claims of natural slaves: 

[fjor he who can belong to someone else (and that is why 
he actually does belong to someone else), and he who 
shares in reason to the extent of understanding it, but does 
not have it himself (for the other animals obey not reason 
but feelings) is a natural slave.̂ *̂  

Aristotle asserts that natural slaves can comprehend reason, but catmot reason 

independently, due to a defective reasoning faculty. Thus, while natural slaves possess 

more B capabihties than someone in a persistent vegetative state, because of theh faulty 



reasoning, natural slaves do not flilfiU enough of the B capabihties to meet the standards 

of what it is to be fiiUy human, and therefore, natural slaves do not meet enough of the 

criteria of B capabilities to meet the threshold Aristotle envisions. I wiU return to the 

status of natural slaves later; the goal for now is merely to order the spectrum of B 

capabilities, usmg the different groups Aristotie discusses m the Politics. 

On the next level of the B capability spectrum, we must discuss women. While 

women possess even more B capabihties than slaves, they lack the deliberative fimction 

of reason. This means that a woman's emotions overrule her reason, and as such she lack 

the determmation, or conviction of her reason. This leads to women being in a state of 

chronic incontmence, cutting off their range of B capability just short of Aristotie's 

minimum threshold. Because of this, Aristotle beUeves that women, as a group, are 

mcapable of achieving eudaimonia. It should be noted that women are extremely close to 

meetmg this threshold, yet they stUl faU short. Again, we wiU take up the specifics of 

women in Chapter IE, however, currently the project is to define the spectrum of B 

capabihties. 

Any group not mentioned above meets the threshold of B capabihties. Meetmg 

this level entails that v/ith proper education, time, and habituation, these people can 

achieve eudaimonia. However, it must be noted that this does not mean people who meet 

this requirement of B capabUities are eudaimon, or even guaranteed to become eudaimon. 

As in the knowledge example given above, even those who possess the abihty to acquhe 

the virtues can stiU be prevented from becoming eudaimon, in two key ways. First, one 

^"Aristotie. Politics. CD. C. Reeve, tianslator. (New York: Hackett Pubhshing, 1998), 1254b, 



may fail to achieve eudahnonia through poor choices, such as a lack of personal 

commitment or lazmess. Second, eudaimonia can be obstmcted through a series of 

obstacles beyond her control, Uke a lack of necessary material conditions, or a lack of 

leisure tune. 

It should be clear at this point why the state cannot bring those who fall short of 

the minhnum threshold up to the required standard. The state can help provide certain B 

capabihties: bodily integrity, health, adequate health care to insure everyone lives a 

normal, healthy Ufe and does not die prematurely. However, there are some B 

capabihties the state cannot help provide: practical reason, fiiendship, imagmation, 

concem for others, and the hke. Therefore, someone who fails to meet the minimum 

standard of B capabihties wUl not be able to achieve this type of capability, even with the 

benefits of the state. Due to this, the state does incur some obhgation to those who do not 

meet the standards of B capabihties, but this obhgation is minimal and entails nothing 

more than basic standards of hving, pubhc sanitation, and securing bodUy mtegrity. It 

does not mclude education, poUtical participation, or citizenship. With a fliU 

understanding of B capabilities the focus can now shift to a discussion of I capabihties. 

21-24. 



The Nature of I Capabilities 

I capabilities, unlike B capabiUties, are not natural; rather, they are abiUties that 

can be nurtured through habit and proper education. I capabiUties are "traits of inteUect 

and character and body such that, under appropriate conditions, they [members of the 

pohs] wiU be m a position to chose weU and act weU."̂ ^ More formaUy defined, 

Nussbaum claims that a person with I capabihties is: 

[a] person is I-capable of fimction A at time t if and only if 
the person is so organized at t that, should the appropriate 
circumstances present themselves, the person can choose an 
A action. ̂ ^ 

While B capabihties are the abUity to acquire the virtues, possessing an I capabUity 

(combined with the external goods granted by E capabilities) is the abihty to possess and 

exercise the virtues. In this way, I capabilities are more diflBcult to obtain and master, 

because they require members of the pohs to develop the virtues through action, 

education, and habituation. 

To understand I capabUities more clearly, it is mstmctive to examine the 

foUowing example. The ability to reason a B capability; the ability "to form a conception 

of the good and engage m critical reflection about the planning of one's own Ufe" is an I 

capabUity. ̂ ^ I capabiUties buUd on a foundation of B capabiUties, and take them to a 

more advanced level, which is the level that can only be reached when education and 

" Nussbaum, Nature Function, 160. 

^̂  Ibid., 160. 

" Nussbaum, Aristotelian, 225. 

10 



habit are introduced. As such, I capabUities wiU require education and a fair distribution 

of goods provided by the state. 

At first glance, it may seem that the distinction between B and I capabUities is 

quite arbitrary; however, this wiU cease to be the case if what both Nussbaum and Annas 

have to say about the nature of I capabiUties is examined. Note that "I capabilities are 

developed by education" and that in the Politics, Aristotie asserts on numerous occasions 

that one of the most important tasks of the state is to provide an expansive system of 

pubhc education. Secondly, Nussbaum asserts, "At least a necessary condition of being 

a recipient of such distribution [e.g., education and extemal goods] is that one should 

possess by nature a less developed capability to perform the appropriate flinctionings in 

question."^' Nussbaum's point is that the abUity to acquhe the vutues (lUce the abUity to 

reason) is the possession 'B' capabihty; the more weU developed and fine tuned the 

abihty to reason (e.g., the exercise of reason to form a conception of the good) is the 

mark of possessing an 'I ' capabUity. By this, we can clearly understand the nature of the 

distinction between 'B' and T capabihties as faUing on a spectrum, which mirrors the 

move from the abUity to acquhe a virtue and the exercise thereof This foUows from the 

notion that T capabUities must be developed through education; for, in order to have an 

education system with any particular use m the realm of eudaimonia development, it 

seems that individuals must have the raw materials (B capabUities) it takes to make 

'" Nussbaum, Nature Fimction, 161. We can see Aristotie echo Nussbaum's claim that there ought 
to be an expansive system of pubhc education through his project in Books VU and VIQ, where he lays the 
groundwork for the upbringing and education of children. In fact, the preponderance of these two books 
are dedicated to the education of children. 

'̂ Nussbaum, Nature Function, 166. 

11 



education useful. Thus, education wiU be of no use to those m a persistent vegetative 

state or those who are severely mentally retarded; and while some form of education may 

help natural slaves or women, the education these groups receive wUl not have the aun of 

achievmg eudahnonia. As such, the education these groups receive wUl not look hke the 

standardized, state sponsored education Aristotie uses to foster eudaimonia development 

in B capable persons, for that type of education wiU only be of use to those who possess 

the fiaU ability to acquire vUtue. 

JuUa Aimas echoes Nussbaum's understanding of I capabUities. WhUe Annas 

does not caU them B or I capabiUties, she does taUc of the difference between "mere 

nature" and nature being developed by "habh and reason."^' Annas makes the foUowing 

distUiction between B and I capabilities" 

[m]ere human nature is developed into fliU human nature 
by habit and reason, but reason is also the way in which it 
is natural for humans to develop . . Humans are equipped 
by mere nature to develop virtue, but do not do so unless 
habit is directed by reason to produce a rational dhection of 
one's Ufe and employment of extemal goods.^^ 

Aimas' point seems to be much hke Nussbaum's: there are certam goods that one must 

possess by nature m order for habit and reason to be utilized in productive and 

*̂ We can understand this in the following way. It may be that certain children are remarkably 
smart, and have the potential to become world famous prodigies. However, this potential will never be 
MfiUed if the child is not traine4 presumably through some type of education. In the same way, some 
members of the polls may have the potential to possess full practical wisdom, though, this will never be 
Mfilled without the implementation of some form of education. 

'̂ Julia Annas, "Human Nature and Political Virtue." In Review of Metaphysics. 49 (No. 4, Issue 
No. 196) (June 1996): 734. 

'^ Ibid., 736-7. 

12 



appropriate ways (i.e., the development of eudaimonia). I am assuming here that 

education is a part of the habituation process, and is only usefijl to those who possess the 

correct kmds of capabUities by mere nature. Therefore, those people who do not possess 

the unfettered abihty to reason, or the lack of other foundational B capabiUties by nature 

are not m a position to be educated m ways that are useful to the achievement of 

eudaimonia. 

The Nature of E CapabiUties 

The final type of capabihty to be discussed is extemal, or 'E' capabUities. 

According to Nussbaum, 'E' capabihties are capabilities one can possess when one has 

access to sufficient extemal goods. We can understand 'E' capabihties as I capabUities 

combined with the extemal goods that aUow I capabUities to flourish. Nussbaum 

characterizes a person with E capabUities as: 

[a] person is E-capable of function A at thne t if and only if 
at t the person is I-capable of A and there are no 
circumstances present that impede or prevent the exercise 
ofA.^^ 

WhUe it may seem at first glance that E capabihties are nothmg more than material 

conditions, E capabihties must entaU more than this; E capabUities are not just food, 

water, and sheher, but are the abUities people may achieve when they have access to 

these extemal goods. For Aristotie, E capabilities are the main focus of public pohcy. 

^̂  Nussbaum, Nature Function, 164. 

13 



with two key functions: providing education in order to develop I capabUities, and 

msuring that the material conditions of the members of the pohs are met. 

To give an example of the use of E capabUities, consider the foUowmg: it would 

be unpossible to possess courage, or wisdom, when one is starvmg, suffering from 

disease, or has not been given an adequate education. Therefore, E capabiUties are the 

abihties that can be achieved by I capable people when given education, food, health 

care, leisure tune, and other sunilar extemal goods. Thus, from the pomt of view of the 

state, E capabUities involve the removal of obstacles and the provision of material goods 

which are to a large extent, beyond the individual's control. 

Understandmg CapabUities as a Whole 

Now let us put the capabilities approach together and review Nussbaum's theory 

ui its entirety. In order to determine who has the abiUty to achieve eudaimonia, and 

thereby to whom the state has an obligation to extend education for the purpose of 

creating eudaunon individuals, the first distinction that must be made is where people faU 

on the spectmm of B capabilities. There are numerous reasons why people may faU to 

meet the minimum threshold of B capabihties, but the state undertakes the prima facie 

obhgation to help those who meet this minhnum threshold to achieve eudaimonia. From 

here, we move mto the reahn of I and E capabihties, which are closely related. One 

caimot achieve T capabihties (the abUity to exercise the virtues) without the state 

providing extemal goods and removmg adverse conditions (the state's obhgation in 

reference to E capabiUties), and one wiU not achieve 'E' capabihties without T 

14 



capabihties. The relationship between the two capabilities can be understood m the 

foUowmg way: one cannot be successfully educated (I capabihty) if one does not have 

proper nutrition, or proper health care (E capability) - being on the verge of starvation or 

extremely UI would prevent one from becoming educated. This notion of the relationship 

between the two sets of capabUities forces the state to provide the necessary extemal 

goods that wUl lead to success m an education system. This includes, for Aristotle, an 

expansive system of pubhc works hke the common meal, clean water, clean air, and even 

the pubhc education system where individuals wiU fiilfiU his or her potential to become 

T capable, and eventually, become eudaimon. Now that we have a firm understanding 

of Nussbaum's theory of eudaimonia development, through the use of her capabihty 

theory, let us move to examine who is prevented from sharing in the goods of the state, 

and why they are prevented. 

15 



CHAPTER m 

NEGLECTED GROUPS - SLAVES, WOMEN, 

AND THE PRODUCTIVE CLASS 

Introduction 

Because Aristotle's ideal pohs does not extend education or other E capabilities to 

those who are lacking in B capabUities, there are three key groups that Aristotle does not 

extend goods or citizenship to: natural slaves, women, and the productive class. 

Examining each m turn, and, using Nussbaum's capabilities approach, wiU aUow for the 

discovery of why, accorduig to Aristotle, these are justifiably denied benefits of the state. 

Natural Slaves 

The fkst and most obvious group that Aristotle denies citizenship and pubhc 

goods to are natural slaves.^" Richard Kraut clauns that Aristotle's view on natural 

slavery is clear: 

[h]e thinks that at buth some people are suited to be slaves. 
Nothing they do as children or adults can undo the 
deficiency vsdth which they are bom. They lack the faculty 
by which normal human beuigs reason, (1.5 1254b22-3) and 
no amount of training or education can remedy this 
impahment. 

°̂ Here we must clarify. While Aristotle is advocating a system of slavery, it is not the commonly 
understood system of Greek slavery. This is important because Aristotle is critical of the Greek system of 
slavery, and this has lead to some confusion about what Aristotle means by "natural slavery." 

'̂ Richard Kraut, Aristotle: Political Philosophy (New York: Oxford UP, 2002), 282. 

16 



This "unpairment" of natural slaves can be understood in two distinct ways. 

Aristotie clauns that natural slaves are characterized by two features: first, slaves have 

bodies tiiat are predisposed to, and weU suited for, physical labor; and second, slaves 

cannot reason on theh own, but must be pahed with a master able to reason for them. 

The first argument Aristotie makes is that slaves have bodies "strong enough to be used 

for necessities," while free people "are useless for that sort of work. "̂ ^ So, one of the 

fimdamental reasons that natural slaves catmot achieve eudahnonia is their predisposition 

toward physical labor. As is weU known, Aristotie equates activities that are labor 

uitensive with a servUe and slavish frame of mind. Those people who act in slavish ways 

are not the kind of people that can engage in the virtues.^^ Secondly, while slaves possess 

reason, they possess it in a minimal sense (as discussed in the previous section with 

regard to a natural slave's inabUity to achieve fiiU B capabUity). In several of his works, 

Aristotle asserts that there are two different parts of the human soul - the part that 

reasons, and the part that "is merely capable of hstening to and bemg persuaded by 

reasorung.̂ "^ Natural slaves lack the abUity to reason for themselves, and can only 

comprehend the reason of others as it is explamed to them. Thus, slaves are rational, in 

the sense that they can comprehend reason when it is placed before them, but not in the 

^̂  Aristotie. Politics. 1254b, 27-8. 

^ This is not just a reUc of Aristotie's time. Even today, there are people who possess servile and 
slavish mentalities. We generally refer to these people as those who lack self-esteem. For example, a 
person who beUeves she is dumb, and projects that image to those around her is often considered dumb, 
even though she may in fact be very intelhgent. 

'̂' Kraut, Page 283. Kraut suggests we also examine NE, 1.7 1098a4-5,1.13 1102a26-l 103al0; EE 
n.I 1219b28-31; PoMcj. VII.14, 1333al6-18. 
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way that contemporary thmkers would consider fiiUy rational, because they are unable to 

reason uidependently. Thus, natural slaves are not fiiUy B capable. 

It seems clear that it is for the second reason that natural slaves are denied 

citizenship. Their mabUity to reason independently is the basis for enslaving them; they 

have a faulty functioning reasorung that is best kept in highly supervised enviromnents. 

As Aristotle clauns hi Book I, "For if something is capable of rational foresight, it is a 

natural mler and master, whereas whatever can use its body to labor is mled and is a 

natural slave. That is why the same thing is beneficial for both master and slave."^^ 

Thus, natural slaves are best kept in a custodial partnership with a master who has the 

abihty to reason and can explain reason to them. Natural slaves are denied social goods 

and political participation because their inabiUty to reason hopelessly blocks them from 

achievmg eudahnonia. Therefore, the best situation for a natural slave is a custodial 

relationship with a eudaimon master. 

Women 

The next group that Aristotie denies fiiU pubhc participation to is women. While 

free women possess the ability to reason, which Aristotle caUs the "deliberative part of 

theh soul," h "lacks authority."^^ That is, whUe a woman can determme what the 

reasonable thmg to do is, she lacks the abUity to force herself to do it. Aristotie's 

contention is that women are incurably mcontinent, or, puttuig h in more modem terms. 

^'Politics. 1252a, 31-35. 

'^ Ibid., 1260a, 13. 
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that women sunply lack sfrength of wiU. Because of the mabUity of women to tiim 

rational thought into rational activity, and also because, a woman's lack of authority 

precludes the abUity to determme the rational action on a consistent basis, Aristotie feels 

confident m clauning that women are naturally blocked from the path leading to 

eudaimonia. Since women cannot achieve eudaimonia, the distribution of pubhc goods 

and citizenship would be, m some fimdamental way, wasted on them, and thus they are 

denied access to pubhc goods, as weU as denied citizenship. 

The Problems Associated vyith the Productive Class 

The last group we must consider is by far the most mterestmg and problematic 

group among those Aristotle denies benefits to on the grounds of lacking the necessary 

capabUities to achieve eudaimonia. Aristotle has strong views about why craftsmen 

{banausoi, the productive class) caimot achieve eudaimonia. Kraut explains the 

problematic nature of Aristotle's claims about craftsmen as foUows: 

[h]e [Aristotle] often speaks of craftsmen as 'banausoi' 
('the vulgar'), and his distaste for them was widely shared 
hi the ancient world. Why does he exclude them from 
citizenship . . ? He does not claun they have any natural 
deficiency, as do women and slaves. They have the 
capacity to dehberate and to control their emotions. But 
this makes it mysterious that they should be excluded from 

97 

pohtical Ufe 

Indeed Kraut's statement echoes tme here. Aristotie does not give any clear textual 

reason why the productive class ought to be excluded from citizenship, which seems odd 

27 Kraut, 215. 
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to the average reader because of the vehemence in which he asserts this claim. Aristotle 

gives clear reasons why women and natural slaves must be excluded; yet, for the 

productive class (the group he seems most concemed about denymg citizenship to) 

Aristotie give no clear reasons to support his claim. Perhaps examining the deficiencies 

craftsmen might possess on the capabUities approach wUl help shed insight mto why 

craftsmen are denied citizenship within the confines of Aristotle's polls. 

Fhst, it is clear from the text that members of the productive class possess B 

capabihties. Accorduig to the description of B capabihties presented in Chapter II, there 

is no area m which craftsmen fall short: they can reason, as evidenced by theh ability to 

produce goods; they can recognize pleasure and pam; they possess the senses; etc. As 

such, craftsmen are m possession of aU those abUities that would fiilfiU the criteria of 

bemg B capable. Nussbaum even suggests that: 

[o]n the account we have presented [the capabUities 
account] we would have expected him to say that the city 
ought to educate them, even if it means giving them leisure 
. . We might try to get around this by saymg that B-
capabihties are eroded by bad education or a demeaning 
way of life: so that by the time we encounter these 
uidividuals as adults, matters are aheady hopeless with 
them, and so there can be no duty to educate them.̂ ^ 

So, Nussbaum and others must concede that Aristotle would assert that members of the 

productive class do indeed possess aU of the basic capabilities necessary to incur some 

kind of obhgation from the state. But Aristotie expressly denies that craftsmen are 

capable of achieving eudahnonia in the same way other free men are. This is not merely 

28 Nussbaum, Nature Function, 175. 
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clumsiness on Aristotle's part, as a fiirther examination of the productive class wUl 

iUuminate. 

Perhaps, whUe craftsmen do possess all the necessary B capabilities, there is some 

clear unpediment to prevent craftsmen from possessing fiiU I capabiUties, as such, they 

are hopelessly stuck at the threshold of I capabUities. Is it possible that this is the case? 

It seems that it might be, for I capabUities are reached through education and habituation, 

and it might be thought that the lack of leisure tune would prevent craftsmen from 

achieving eudahnonia. Aristotle claims that "it is unpossible to engage m virtuous 

pursuits whUe Uvuig the life of a vulgar craftsman or a hired laborer."^^ We can see that 

this claun may bolster the idea that craftsmen are not I capable. Initially, this argument 

indicates that craftsmen could achieve eudaimonia, because they possess the potential to 

achieve eudahnonia. However, craftsmen are prevented from achievmg eudaimonia 

because of the economic necessity of theh position - they must work for a living, and 

undertake slavish work, making them slavish. Aristotie claims that "the more they 

damage the body, the more vulgar they are; the most slavish are those in which the body 

is used the most; the most ignoble are those least in need of virtue."^" That is, because 

craftsmen and laborers are m professions that requhe them to use theh bodies for labor, 

they aUow themselves to be used m slavish ways, makuig them slavish. The more slavish 

one is, the less hkely he is to achieve vhtue, which would require the mastery of 

inteUectual abUities. Furthermore, even craftsmen who do not spend the majority of theh 

^^ Politics. 1278a, 20-1. 

30 Ibid., 1258b, 36-8. 
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tune engrossed in manual labor are stUl constantly busy with work, which means they do 

not have the requisite leisure tune to achieve eudaimonia. As such, h may indeed be the 

case that the productive class is I uicapable; that theh abUity to become I capable is 

eroded by "lives of these sorts are ignoble and inunical to virtue."^^ 

Nussbaum offers another way to explain why craftsmen are denied the rights of 

citizenship: the 'bad luck' approach found hi The Fragility ofGoodness^^ In this work, 

Nussbaum explams that the potential for eudahnonia can be cormpted though the 

inabihty to access certain extemal goods which are necessary in the achievement of fiiU 

eudaimoiua. This pouits to the claun that those m the productive class are not B 

uicapable, nor I incapable^ but rather, are lacking in E capabUities - the extemal 

conditions necessary to choosmg and hving a eudaimon hfe. ff the 'bad luck' argument 

is accepted, Nussbaum's explanation would be something of the foUowing sort: 

craftsmen, Uke aU other free men, possess aU the capabilities necessary for citizenship (B 

and I capabihties). The productive class could achieve eudahnonia; however, extemal 

factors of bad luck ~ poor nutrition, a lack of proper moral education, bad parentuig, and 

exposure at a young age to a slavish way of hfe - cormpts the capabihties beyond the 

pomt of redemption, and blocks the productive class from achievmg eudaimonia. 

Therefore, there seems to be two ways to posh reasons for denying citizenship to the 

productive class, both of which spring from the lifestyle that craftsmen lead. 

3'Ibid, 1328b, 40. 

3̂  Martha Nussbaum, The Fragility of Goodness (Cambridge UP: 1986), Chapter 11. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE EROSION OF CAPABILITY - WHAT ABOUT THE 

CHILDREN? 

The above account of Aristotle's justification for denying citizenship to 

craftsmen, while plausible, creates a fiirther puzzle hi Aristotie. If Aristotle denies 

citizenship to the productive class because of the slavish type of work they undertake, 

then it is clear that craftsmen do not begin life mcapable of achievmg eudaimonia. 

Therefore, it would be expected that Aristotie would assert that children of members of 

the productive class could be educated and habituated in the ways of vhtue, thus allowing 

them to achieve eudahnonia; h would only make sense for Aristotie to claim that the 

offspring of craftsmen COM/J benefit from pubhc goods before they become accustomed 

to the slavish and cormptmg mfluences of the productive life. 

The maimer in which Aristotie treats the chUdren of the productive class is of 

paramount importance to this discussion: if the goal of the state is to promote T and 'E' 

capabUities m those who are 'B' capable, Aristotle should be committed to the idea that 

the state should seek to mitigate the effects of bad luck. 

The 'bad luck' of craftsmen chUdren faUs mto two levels: fhst, the famUy that one 

is bom into is simply a matter of luck; and in the case of craftsmen chUdren, they were 

bom into a vulgar and slavish family. ChUdren cannot do anything to prevent this form 

of bad luck, and it would be implausible to assume that the state could mitigate this type 

of bad luck. However, short of preventing craftsmen from having chUdren, h seems that 

the chUdren of craftsmen are denied any state obUgation sunply because they were bom 
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mto a family that is lackmg in certam extemal goods, namely money and leisure tune.^^ 

This type of bad luck the state can do something about, by mitigatmg the extemal 

inequahties brought on by the famUy background of these children. 

This leads us to the central question: why would Aristotle's state, which 

advocates pubhc education, pubhc works, and the demand for a common meal, refiase 

goods to chUdren merely on the basis of what famUy they were bom into? Initially, h 

does not seem that Aristotle's ideal pohs would deny people citizenship merely based on 

bad luck; on the contrary, h seems that Aristotle would describe his ideal state as doing 

whatever possible to solve this type of mequahty. Nussbaum does not neglect this 

question either: "But then we would expect him [Aristotle] to take special care about the 

children of these adults [craftsmen], that they should not have the bad way of life; and 

this he nowhere does." '̂* 

WhUe I agree with Nussbaum, I take exception to her last claim that there is 

nowhere withm the Politics where Aristotie takes up the case of chUdren, particularly the 

chUdren of craftsmen. On the contrary, I shaU to argue that Aristotie does provide the 

possibUity of upward mobUity for the children of craftsmen before theh capabihties 

degenerate beyond repah. The only reason that this is unclear to the modem reader is 

because Aristotie takes for granted the idea that aU free, male chUdren ought to be treated 

3̂  Aristotie would clearly reject any policy that forbade craftsmen from having children; his 
scathing criticism of this same suggestion made in TMo's Republic (as seen in Book II of 1h& Politics) 
should convince us of this. 

'̂' Nussbaum, Nature Function, 171. 
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alUce, and therefore does not differentiate between classes of free male chUdren. A close 

examination of textual evidence here wiU demonstrate my hypothesis to be true. 
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CHAPTER V 

TEXTUAL ANALYSIS AND THE IMPLICATIONS 

TO THE CHILDREN OF CRAFTSMEN 

The first place to look for Aristotle's position on upward mobUity for children of 

the productive class is in the text of the Politics hself This wUl require a carefiil 

examination of the latter half of the work. 

Fhst, it is necessary to isolate Aristotle's view of craftsmen. In the Politics, very 

httle is actuaUy exphcitly stated about craftsmen; the mam distuiction between "classes" 

of people that Aristotle wishes to draw is between free and unfree (i.e., natural slaves). 

This is most clearly seen when Aristotie asserts the fundamental difference between the 

free and unfree at 1254b, hues 26-30: 

[n]ature tends, then, to make the bodies of slaves and free 
people different too, the former strong enough to be used 
for necessities, the latter useless for that sort of work, but 
upright and possesshig aU the other qualities needed for 
pohtical life. 

Here Aristotie is saymg that slaves and free people possess different kinds of natural 

dispositions, and whUe slaves have natural constitutions best utihzed by manual labor, 

free people have the sort of dispositions that are best used m pohtical life. Craftsmen are 

not bom slaves, and never become slaves; rather, they are bom free, and remain free. 

LUcewise, they are not women. Therefore, members of the productive class have the 

potential to possess, at least throughout theh youth, the quahties needed for political Ufe. 

The point here is first that members of the productive class are not bom defective, and 
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second that they are bom free.^^ Therefore, if our wish is to understand where the 

fimdamental divisions exist withm Aristotle's political stmcture, we wiU quickly 

understand that the difference between groups he advocates is based on freedom, rather 

than a primitive notion of class. Because the productive class is free, they wiU be 

mcluded in the clauns Aristotie makes about free people. Now that I have estabhshed 

that craftsmen are classified m the same group as free men, the move to further textual 

evidence that leads to the conclusion that chUdren of the productive class are educated, 

and have the potential for upward mobihty is the next logical step. 

In Book VII, Aristotle discusses the three thmgs people must possess to become 

exceUent: habit, nature, and reason.^^ Those who are constituted such that they have the 

potential to achieve each of these, and the abihty to utUize each in the achievement 

practice of the virtues, are those who possess the abUity to become eudaimon. Therefore, 

Aristotle asserts that: 

[w]e have aheady determmed [m VII.7] the sorts of natures 
people should have if h is to be easy for the legislator to 
take them hi hand. Everything thereafter is a task for 
EDUCATION. For some thmgs are leamed by habituation, 
others by instmction.^^ 

3̂  One might, for the purpose of argument, note that the group of women are a group that is also 
free but disenfr'anchised and ignored by the state. To this objection I will note that women are not fiilly B 
capable (though, very close to tiie fulfillment of this capability). Furthermore, it is clear that Aristotie is 
writing in a highly sexist form; as such, women are not considered comparable to men. Because Aristotie's 
unwillingness to compare the pohtical abihties of men and women, I hope die reader will indulge my 
inclination to do tiie same (however unfair it might, in reality, be). 

^^ Politics. 1332a, 39-40. 

^'' Ibid., 1332b, 7-10. 
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Aristotie is saying that if people have the right sort of nature, then h is the legislator's 

task to educate them. The hnphcation seems obvious: I have previously estabhshed (m 

Section UI) that the productive class, at least mitially, is endowed whh 'the right sort of 

nature' and, as such, the children of the productive class possess 'the right sort of nature.' 

Havmg the right sort of nature, the state has an obhgation to educate chUdren of the 

productive class. This is the first evidence that Aristotle would favor education for the 

chUdren of members of the productive class. 

Furthermore, each child 'of the right sort' who is granted an education is given, 

accordmg to Aristotle, the same education as every other chUd; there is not one form of 

education given to chUdren of the productive class, and another for children of citizens. 

We note this by Aristotle's claim withui Book VII that: 

[sjince the whole city-state has one single end, however, it 
is evident that education too must be one and the same for 
aU, and that it's supervision must be communal, not private 
as it is at present. . . Training for communal matters should 
also be communal. 

Through this quotation, it is clear that not only is Aristotle assertmg a standardized 

curriculum for aU chUdren entering a system of education (a system of education that is 

open to all free chUdren), but that Aristotie is advocating a system of education that is 

expansive and pubhc. The above statement is a clear uidication that what Aristotie 

envisions is a system very similar to the standardized, state sponsored education we have 

hi most modem, mdustriahzed countries. 

38 Ibid., 1337a, 21-26. 
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Furthermore, removing education from parental control actuaUy uicreases the 

abihty for children of the productive class to receive a well-rounded education. As h wiU 

be made clear in the next section, aduh craftsmen have cormpted natures that make them 

incapable of givmg theh children a proper education in the virtues. Thus, if education is 

left up to parents, chUdren of tiie productive class wiU be unable to receive an education 

compatible with achieving eudahnonia. By givmg control of education to the state, and 

requhing each chUd to receive the same education regardless of background, aU free 

chUdren wUl start off from the same pomt. This gives the chUdren of craftsmen a greater 

potential to achieve eudaimonia than they would have otherwise had. 

However, the most compeUmg evidence that Aristotie allows chUdren of the 

productive class the potential to achieve eudahnonia is found at hne 1337b, hnes 4-9: 

[b]ut h is evident that they [children] should not be taught 
aU of them [useful things, like crafts or skiUs], since there 
is a difference between the tasks of the free and the unfree, 
and they should share only in such things as wUl not turn 
them into vulgar craftsmen. ̂ ^ 

Here several hiterestuig ideas that support the claim that the children of craftsmen 

are to be treated and educated in the same way as other free children must be highhghted. 

Fhst, the distinction that Aristotle makes is agam, between the 'free and unfree,' 

sohdifying the notion that the distinction between groups of people is not based on class, 

but is rather based on freedom. Aristotle's lack of reference to social and economic class, 

combined wdth his overwhelming use of the distinction between the free and unfree, leads 

39 Ibid., 1337b, 4-9 
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us to realize tiiat it is not social class, but freedom that is the fimdamental distinction that 

concerns him. 

The most mterestmg, and perhaps promising part of the above quotation, 

however, surrounds the word "tum." Aristotie is worried about the manner in which 

chUdren are taught: not only does he not want children to develop slavish characteristics, 

he also does not want free children to tum into craftsmen. The phrase "turn," more than 

any other, leads to the hnpression that Aristotie thinks that craftsmen are made, not bom. 

Therefore, the chUdren of craftsmen could become something other than craftsmen, if the 

chUdren are not cormpted m their youth.'̂ ^ 

It has been previously estabhshed that Aristotle focuses on the free/unfree 

distinction, supported by the last quotation presented. This emphasis on this distinction 

supports the claim that chUdren of the productive class are given the same educational 

benefits as chUdren of citizens. Secondly, h has been estabhshed that chUdren of 

craftsmen are 'of the right sort,' and thus are entitled to education. This is fiirther 

supported by the claim that education must be free and open to aU, mcluding a 

standardized curriculum implemented and controUed by the state. A state controUed 

education grants chUdren of craftsmen the best possible opportunity for the kmd of 

upward mobUity that I wish to assert they possess, for, by removing the responsibUities of 

education from parents (some of whom might be unable to properly educate theh 

children) Aristotie has insured that each child wiU receive an education compatible with 

eudaimonia. Lastly, h has been shown that craftsmen are not bom, they are made, thus 
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demonstratmg concretely that chUdren of craftsmen are not bom craftsmen, but rather 

become craftsmen. Therefore, h is clear that Aristotle beheved that m the ideal pohs 

chUdren of the productive class are to be given the same education as aU other free 

ChUdren. From this, I can claim that children of craftsmen can achieve eudaimonia.''̂  To 

give one final piece of textual evidence to bolster the claun that Aristotie actually 

beheved that his ideal pohs should educate aU free chUdren, consider the claim he makes 

at 1255a: 

[fjor they thmk that good people come from good people in 
just the way that human comes from human, and beast from 
beast. But often, though nature does have a tendency to 
bring this about, h is nevertheless unable to do so.'̂ ^ 

Because parentage cannot be the only criteria for determmmg who the best people are, 

the state must provide equal opportunity for all, waithig to see who will utihze his 

benefits and opportunities to achieve eudaimonia. Therefore, the assertion regarding the 

education of aU free people is not merely a suggestion, but a reasonable, textuaUy based 

interpretation of what Aristotle believed ought to take place within his ideal pohs. 

"̂  Let us note here that there are other places within the text that might lead us to beheve that 
craftsmen are made. ConsideiPolitics 1258b, 35-40; 1278a, 20-21; 1328b, 38-40; 1337b, 9-13. 

•" This may seem like a quick jump to make. However, since we have previously estabhshed that 
the state will only offer benefits to those people who are capable of properly using them to achieve 
eudaimonia, it seems that giving an equal education to children of the productive class demonstrates that 
they are capable of achieving eudaimonia. 

'^^ Politics. 1255a 40 - 1255b 3. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE ENDURANCE OF THE PRODUCTIVE CLASS 

If children of the productive class are given the tools necessary to achieve 

eudahnonia, the question becomes: Why does the productive class endure? As has been 

noted within our own education system, as more people become more educated, there are 

fewer people to fiU what are considered 'productive' jobs. If Aristotle is advocating 

universal education for free male chUdren, then he would seem to mn in to the same 

problem: over time, an increase in the number of people educated wiU lead to a decrease 

in the number of children v̂ iUing to engage in productive jobs. Clearly, this would not be 

an acceptable result to Aristotle. If the result of universal education is that the pohs 

ceases to function properly then Aristotle would certamly not advocate educating 

chUdren of the productive class. 

However, Aristotle seems committed to the idea that aU free children ought to 

have access to the same expansive system of education, and it is left to the reader to 

determine how the productive class endures. As modem readers of Aristotie, how do we 

account for the contmuation of the productive class under a system of government that 

aUows all free male chUdren access to education? 

The shnple answer is that the productive class endures because some chUdren faU 

to exercise the vhtues in a way that leads to eudaimonia. While those who exercise the 

vhtues to the degree necessary to achieve eudaimonia wUl find theh skUls m high 

demand and wUl be able to eam a living (hi pubhc hfe, for example), those who fail to 
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achieve eudaimonia must stUl eam a hving. Children of the productive class cannot rely 

on the famUy estates and hve a leisured life the way theh wealthy counterparts can; for 

this reason, children of the productive class who fail to achieve eudaimonia are 

particularly susceptible to turning into craftsmen. 

The answer to the further question, how someone who is B, I, and E capable can 

faU to achieve eudahnonia, we must re-vish section I, the discussion of capabUities. 

Fhst, recaU that children of the productive class meet only the mhihnum threshold of B 

capabihties. That is, they posses B capabilities at a level compatible with acquhing 

virtue. However, even those who meet this minimal requirement stUl have a spot on the 

spectmm of B capabilities, with some people being more B capable then others. This 

phenomena should not surprise us. Consider the foUowmg: those who meet the threshold 

needed to be considered "above average" m intelhgence are not aU equally smart. Some 

wiU meet the briUiance of Emstem or Hawking; others wUl not. This is due to the fact 

that aU smart people are not equaUy smart. The same is tme of those people who meet 

the threshold to be considered B capable. Those who meet this minimum are not aU 

equally B capable; however, they wdU stUl be B capable to varymg degrees. These 

varying degrees of being B capable means there wUl be some B capable people who have 

a greater ease achievmg I capabUities, and be more successful at achieving eudaimonia. 

Thus, the level of B capabihties one that begms wdth wUl in part determme the success 

one has of achieving eudahnonia. 

Second, even those who rate high on the spectmm of B capabihties may stUl faU 

to achieve eudahnonia. Consider the claim m Section I, Part A, that laziness and poor 
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choices can inhibh the achievement of eudaimonia. This is a factor that must be 

considered; for someone who is too lazy to practice the virtues wUl never reach 

eudahnonia. Likewise, someone who knows how to achieve and practice the virtues, but 

prefers to spend his time accming vast sums of wealth or indulgmg in dmnken orgies has 

made a choice that wiU significantly impair the abUity to achieve eudahnonia. The key 

here is that the individual could achieve eudaimonia, and knows how to achieve 

eudahnonia, and chooses to do somethmg else/'^ 

Lastly, rt is possible that a child wiU faU to achieve eudaimonia due to a lack of 

adequate material conditions. For those who meet the threshold of B capabUities, the 

state is requhed to provide certain extemal goods (clean water, education, the common 

meal, health care, and the hke). But for some, these extemal goods wiU stUl not be 

enough. Consider the foUowdng parallel: within modem American society, children 

hving at or below the poverty line are given certain extemal goods by the state, hke 

education, food, and subsidized housing. For some children this is enough and they wiU 

succeed in hfe. For others, minimal extemal goods is not enough to uisure success. Lack 

of parental supervision and support combhied with material deprivation creates too many 

hurdles to overcome. In the same way, even though children of the productive class are 

given extemal goods by the state, it may not be enough. 

Therefore, there are at least three ways m which a child of the productive class 

may faU to achieve eudahnonia. This faUure, combhied with the fact that one must eam a 

''̂  I am not entirely convinced this is a serious problem facing the children of the productive class. 
It seems far more likely that laziness and bad choices would be endemic within the upper class children, 
who can afford to hve a life of indulgence if they so choose. Nonetheless, since the possibUity exists, it 
seems necessary to explore it. 
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living, leaves chUdren of the productive class particularly susceptible to tiiming into 

craftsmen. So, the productive class wiU contmue to persist, as long as there are children 

of the productive class who faU to achieve eudahnonia. 
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CHAPTER v n 

OBJECTIONS 

The Argument from Hohsm 

One mterpretation of Aristotie's Politics rans counter to the theory presented 

above: the hohstic conception. The hohstic conception of the Politics clauns that the 

goal of the pohs is overarching - h is more unportant and valuable than the goal of any 

individual member of the pohs. Furthermore, the success of the pohs is viewed in terms 

of the majority: if the majority of the members of the pohs are fiilfillhig the goal of the 

pohs, the pohs is successfiil. 

Because hohsm is a nebulous concept at best, an example of hohsm might prove 

useful. According to hohsm, if the goal of the pohs is the production of vast sums of 

wealth, the pohs is successfiil in its goal if the majority of its people possess vast sums of 

wealth. Turning to Aristotle's ideal pohs, the goal is the production of good human 

fiinctionhig (eudaimonia). Therefore, the hohst wUl argue that Aristotle's ideal pohs is 

successfiil if h produces the most eudaunon members. As MUler explains: 

[o]ne interpretation is hohstic: the common advantage is 
the good of the whole city state, which resembles an 
organism in that it has an end which is distinct from, and 
superior to, the ends of h's mdividual members. [For 
example] Socrates' OWTI end is subordinate to the end of the 

1 1 44 

City-state as a whole. 

"" Fred Miller, "Aristotie's Theory of Political Rights." Forthcoming in Richard O. Brooks and 
James B. Murphy (eds). Aristotle and Modem Law (Brookfield, VT: Ashgate Pubhshing), 14. 
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Why does this form of hohsm present an objection to the theory presented above? The 

acceptance of hohsm does not require everyone to be given the opportunity to achieve 

eudahnonia. If h happens to be the case that the largest number of people achieve 

eudahnonia when the productive class is treated as nothmg more than a 'free' slave class, 

then hohsm wiU accept this organization of the polls. The key to this objection is that tf 

hohsm is accepted as the basis for understanding rights withm Aristotie, then the good of 

the pohs (which according to hohsm is the paramount good) might involve denying 

citizenship to some mdividuals in order to allow for a better city-state overaU. 

We can see that this interpretation does hold some credence withm the Politics: 

Aristotle's sets a premium on living a leisured, philosophic hfe which is best 

accomphshed when it is possible to rely on a large labor class to perform the menial but 

necessary flinctions of the pohs. Thus, denyhig slaves, women, and the productive class 

a role in pohtical participation (and thereby the abihty to achieve eudahnonia), is 

perfectly coherent under the hohstic view. 

In order to combat the objection from holism, it is necessary to combat hohsm 

head on, and argue that Aristotle does not favor the hohstic approach, but rather would 

agree with the kind of moderate mdividuahsm the distributive conception entaUs. There 

are several textual references that might lead us to beheve Aristotle would endorse the 

distributive conception. 

Fhst, in Politics VE, Aristotie argues that "It is evident that the best constitution 

must be that organization m which anyone might do best and hve a blessedly happy 
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life." Here Aristotie does not claun that the goal of the constitution is to create a 

situation where as many people as possible can be happy (which would aUow for the kmd 

of exploration of the productive class hohsm advocates) rather, Aristotle wants to create 

a social stmcture where anyone may be happy. As noted in Chapter HI, being happy does 

not necessarily insure that a person wiU achieve vhtue, for slaves and women can be 

happy even though they can not achieve eudahnonia. "̂  But those members of the 

productive class that can achieve eudahnonia must be given the opportunity to do so, or 

else the constitution of the pohs would be a faUure. Furthemiore, the productive class 

has the abUity to reahze they are being exploited and cannot be happy if they know they 

are being prevented from achievhig eudaimonia so that others can achieve eudahnonia 

merely because others were lucky enough to be bom into wealthy famUies.'̂ ' 

Second, Aristotie clauns that "a city-state must not be caUed happy by lookhig at 

just a part, but by looking at all the citizens."''* Aristotie's definition of citizenship is 

murky and it is impossible to discem who should be rightfiilly be considered a citizen in 

Aristotle's ideal pohs.''^ So, if some parts of the city are unhappy (because they are being 

exploited, for example), the city-state cannot be considered happy. Thus, the hohstic 

"̂  Politics. 1324a, 23-5. 

"* Here it is important to note the difference between 'happiness' and 'eudaimonia.' By 
'eudaimonia,' I mean the usual franslation of human flourishing, which is understood as a hfe that is Uved 
in accordance with the virtues. Thus, a person can be happy while failing to achieve eudaimonia. 

"̂  This claim does not apply to natural slaves or women, for Aristotie explicitiy asserts that both 
groups are happiest when involved in a custodial relationship. Therefore, neither group is being exploited, 
but rather, are in the best possible situation. 

^^ Politics 1329a, 23-4 
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notion that the end of the city-state is distinct from the ends of each member of the pohs 

is du-ectly contradicted by Aristotie: the end of the pohs is derivative of, not superior to, 

the goal of each mdividual member of the pohs. 

With this textual evidence in mhid, h is clear that the objection from hohsm faUs 

to be a meaningfiil refiitation of the above presented theory, because hohsm hself is not a 

tenable mterpretation of Aristotie's view of the way to achieve the goal of the state. 

Argument for Economic CoUapse 

The most important practical objection to the theory presented above surrounds 

the economic stabUity of the pohs. If chUdren of the productive class are to be educated, 

two results foUow which may lead to the economic coUapse of the pohs: first, the state 

wUl be required to spend large sums on creating and perpetuating a system of cost-free 

education for all chUdren; secondly, givmg the chUdren of craftsmen the tools necessary 

to achieve eudahnonia should, if successful, lead to a shrinkmg craftsmen population, ff 

educathig aU free chUdren was Aristotle's intent m his conception of the ideal pohs, there 

must be some way of explaining how the pohs can continue to thrive while shouldering 

huge expenditures on education and deahng vsdth a decrease in the skilled labor 

population. What can address this serious concem? 

Keepuig in mind the discussion of Chapter VI, there are two additional solutions 

which, working in conjunction could mitigate the economic blow to the pohs: an 

increased rehance on natural slaves and hnported labor, as weU as using public land to 

''̂  For more information on why it is so difficult to determine who Aristotie thinks ought to be 
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increase tiie revenues of the state. Examining both of these solutions wiU combat the 

objection from economic coUapse. 

Fu-st, a decrease in the number of craftsmen can be overcome by a dependence on 

natural slaves who can perform the same skiUs as craftsmen and wiU not be taken away 

from theh job m order to be educated. There does not appear to be any reason why 

natural slaves cannot perform skiUed tasks (such as those performed by craftsmen), as 

evidenced by Aristotie's claun that slaves are rightly considered tools for action.^" 

Reference to Aristotle's time bolsters this claun, for slaves often performed skiUed tasks; 

they were household stewards, merchants, and undertook many other skUled tasks for 

theh master. 

However, an over rehance on slaves could weaken the pohs by creating a city ripe 

for slave revoh, so it is necessary to offer other sources for skiUed craftsmen. For that 

reason, a plausible ahemative would be the importation of skUled labor from other city-

states. The flux of worker populations has occurred since the beginning of civilization, 

and a lack of skiUed workers in Aristotle's ideal poUs would most assuredly be met with 

an increase m immigration. Further, because this immigrant population wUl be resident 

ahens, they vM not be considered 'real' members of the pohs, exempting the state from 

the responsibUity to educate them. 

In the Politics, Aristotie offers no way to pay for a system of pubhc education; 

however, an answer can be found by examining how Aristotle suggests the pohs pay for 

citizens in his ideal pohs, see Kraut, chapter 10. 

^° Politics. 1254a, 1-12 
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another pubhc good open to aU that not everyone can afford: the common meal. 

Aristotie's rationale for the pubhc fiindmg of the common meal is that h is an mtegral 

part of pohtical participation that no one should be barred from due to an inabUity to 

contribute. In order for the state to fimd the common meal, Aristotle suggests that part of 

the land hi the pohs be held and farmed pubhcly, and those proceeds pay for the common 

meal. Presumably, the reason for this is as Kraut suggests: 

[sjuppose h were discovered as the ideal city is being 
founded, that private ownership would leave certain needs 
unmet. . And suppose the most fah and efficient method 
for meetuig this need is to make less of the territory 
available for private ovmership and to set aside a larger 
amount for communal development. Aristotle has every 
reason to endorse this solution. ̂ ^ 

Kraut's argument can be used not only as rationale for commonly held land to fiind the 

common meal, but also to explain how pubhc education can be fimded by the state 

v^thout leading to the bankmptcy of the pohs. Because education is an integral part of 

the fimctionmg of the pohs, and one that no free male member of the pohs should be 

excluded from, use of pubhcly held land to cover the expense of the educational system is 

a reasonable way to defray the cost, and one that Aristotle would surely endorse. 

Therefore, whUe the cost of a pubhc education system wiU be unmense and cannot be 

trivialized, the cost and consequences wUl not be so dhe as to lead to the economic 

coUapse of the pohs. 

'̂ Kraut, 336. 
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Argument From the 'Free' versus 'Unfree' Distinction 

The final serious objection that arises from the theory presented above surrounds 

the distinction between 'free' and 'unfree.' Some may argue that whUe the productive 

class is not 'unfree' m the way that natural slaves are, hkewise Aristotie did not intend to 

categorize members of the productive class as 'free' either; craftsmen are some 

intermediary between slavery and freedom, ff this objection is correct, then not only are 

the productive class not free, but they have no claim to the type of pubhc goods and 

benefits suggested m Chapter V. 

A carefiil consideration of Aristotie's writing vdU confront this objection, and 

give a deeper imderstandmg of the distmction between those who are free versus those 

who are not. There are two hnes of argument that v̂ U combat this objection; first, that 

Aristotle never discusses any intermediary between the free and unfree and second, 

Aristotie makes it clear hi the Politics that craftsmen are not slaves. 

Fhst consider the fact that Aristotle never discusses an intermediary between 

those who are free and those who are unfree. In Book I, Aristotle mtroduces the 

groupmgs that are 'natural.' After noting the natural difference between men and women, 

Aristotle uitroduces the difference between a master (who is free) and a slave. At 1254a, 

Aristotle argues: 

[fjor anyone who, desphe being human, is by nature not his 
own but someone else's is a natural slave. And he is 
someone else's when, desphe bemg human, he is a piece of 
property; and a piece of property is a tool for action that is 
separate from its ovmer. ^ 

Politics. 1254a, 12-16. 
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In the entirety of Book I, where Aristotie lays forth his discussion of the foundations and 

nature of the city-state, he faUs to note any hitermediary class between those who are free 

and those who are unfree. ff Aristotle's mtention in Book I was to set out the nature and 

function of the pohs and hs members, and he beheved that the productive class were an 

mtermediary between the free and the unfree, then he would have certamly mcluded an 

explanation of this in Book I. His sUence on this pomt leads to the behef that craftsmen 

are not mtermediaries, but are either free or unfree. 

Aristotle offers a bh more textual evidence suggestmg that the productive class 

are not something between free and unfree. At 1255a, Aristotle argues that "h is evident, 

then, . . some [people] of whom are naturaUy free, others naturaUy slaves."" Aristotie 

is attempting to iUustrate that the distinction between the free and unfree is a distinction 

that occurs naturally, arguing that some people are naturaUy free, and others are naturally 

slaves. Here again is a place hi the text where Aristotle would be expected to make the 

distinction between the free, the unfree, and the productive class, if he believed that was a 

distinction to be made. Yet agam, he remains sUent. Because Aristotle does not make a 

distmction between the productive class and the free m his discussion of the way people 

ought to be grouped, h is clear that he does not beheve that the productive class is an 

mtermediary. 

However, this does not circumvent the objection completely; an objector may 

reasonably clahn that Aristotie thought members of the productive class should be 

Ibid., 1255a, 1-3. 
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grouped with nattiral slaves, not the free. There is ample textual evidence to lead an 

objector to this conclusion, and thus, h must be demonstrated that Aristotie did not 

beheve craftsmen should be considered natural slaves. 

The first way to confront this objection is to remember the distinction Aristotle 

draws between the way a Greek society was actually ran, and the ideas he presents for his 

ideal pohs. Note that most of the textual evidence suggestmg that craftsmen ought to be 

grouped with slaves is mcluded in the descriptive sections of the Politics, particularly 

Book m . In order to determine how Aristotle thought craftsmen ought to be categorized, 

h is necessary to examhie the sections where Aristotie sets forth his theory of the ideal 

pohs, which beghis m Book VII and contmues to the end of the text. While there are a 

number of places where Aristotie claims that aU free people should be treated ahke, there 

are two places m the text which dhectly refute the idea that craftsmen ought to be 

considered unfree.^'' 

In Book v n of the Politics, Aristotie outlines the way the ideal pohs should be 

developed, includmg where the city-state should be located, the availabUity of ports, the 

correct size of the pohs, and other features he considers necessary to the creation of the 

ideal city-state. One of his prescriptions mvolves the distribution of arable land and who 

should work it; in this section he makes a strong claim about a large section of the 

productive class - farmers. Aristotle argues: 

[a]s for the farmers, ideally speaking, they should be 
racially heterogeneous and sphitless slaves, since they 
would then be usefiil workers, unhkely to stir up change. 

*"* For many of these textual references, see Chapters IV and V of this thesis. 
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At second best, they should be non-Greek subject peoples, 
shnUar m nature to the slaves just mentioned. ̂ ^ 

This quotation agam bolsters the claun that there is no intermediary between those who 

are free and those who are unfree; but h also has a much broader purpose. Consider the 

fact that m the Greek world, farmers were members of the productive class. If Aristotie 

beheved that the productive class was unfree, h would be unnecessary hi the formulation 

of his ideal pohs to clahn that farmers should be slaves, for this would be no change from 

the practices of actual Greek society. Because Aristotle exphcitly states that the class of 

farmers should be composed of slaves, he must beheve that farmers in the actual Greek 

pohs (and thus aU members of the productive class) were free, and not slaves. 

Furthermore, Aristotle does not even beheve that free farmers farming theh own 

land is the second-best option hi his ideal pohs, as he claims that non-Greek subject 

peoples should serve as farmers if enough slaves are not avaUable. Therefore, Nussbaum 

is correct in her assumption that: 

[t]his, I thirUc, may be why he [Aristotle] rather wistfiiUy 
says it would be nice if aU the farmers and craftsmen could 
be natural slaves . . for then, of course, there wUl be a 
complete coincidence between the people who lack B-
capabihties and the people who, for contmgent reasons, 
can't get I-capabUities.^^ 

Aristotle does not want free people to serve in menial and slavish jobs in his ideal pohs. 

In order to insure this does not happen, he is forced to argue that these positions should 

be filled by groups who cannot achieve the fuU range of B capabihties (slaves. 

^̂  Politics. 1330a, 25-29. 

55 Nussbaum, Nature Function, 175. 
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barbarians); however, m making sure that those who are unfree are the people servmg in 

menial positions, he is also making h clear that members of the productive class are free 

and should be treated in the same manner as aU other free people. 

The second textual reference which demonstrates that members of the productive 

class are not free is found at 1337b hi Book Vni of the Politics. Aristotie claims: 

[t]hat chUdren should be taught those usefiil thmgs that are 
really necessary, however, is not unclear. But it is evident 
that they should not be taught all of them, since there is a 
difference between the tasks of the free and those of the 
unfree, and that they should share only in such usefiil 
things as wiU not tum them into vulgar craftsmen. ̂ ^ 

WhUe we have examined this quotation before, it is a key passage that draws out the 

distmction between the free and the unfree. Here Aristotle makes two mterrelated 

claims: first, that the tasks of the free and different than those of the free, and second, that 

the state must carefiiUy educate chUdren to hisure that they do not tum mto craftsmen. 

The distuiction between free and unfree is, accorduig to Aristotie a difference by nature. 

ff craftsmen were unfree hke slaves, this unfree nature would be apparent at birth, and 

Aristotle would not wam agamst turning chUdren mto craftsmen (because they would be 

this way at bhth). The fact that Aristotle fears chUdren becommg craftsmen suggests that 

members of the productive class are not unfree by birth, but that theh capabUities erode 

as they engage m slavish, productive behavior. 

^' Politics. 1337b, 3-9. 

*̂ This quotation does not prohibit die notion tiiat members of the productive class may tum 
slavish (and thus unfree) over time, because of the requirements of their profession. Nonetheless, tiie 
"devolving" of craftsmen mto slaves does not discount the tiieory presented above, for even children who 
are bom to slavish, "unfree" parents should still be properly considered free. 
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Thus, there are clear indications that Aristotle beheves that the only distinction to 

be made in the ideal polls is that of 'free' and 'unfree,' and that he does not beheve there 

is some intermediary between the two. It is also not the case that members of the 

productive class are unfree (hke slaves), for Aristotle makes it clear that craftsmen are 

hideed free. Therefore, while the objection from the distinction between free and unfree 

contains some merit and seems initiaUy plausible, lookhig at the textual evidence hedges 

this objection and shows it to have no real weight. 
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CHAPTER Vm 

CONCLUSIONS 

What I have presented above is an interpretation of Aristotie's Politics that 

mcorporates Nussbaum's capabUities approach hi order to suggest that Aristotie beheved 

that in the ideal pohs, chUdren of the productive class should be given the same social 

benefits, particularly education, that all free male chUdren receive. After fleshmg out and 

discussmg what each capability entaUs, h was then possible to weed out those members 

of the polls whom Aristotie did not wish to extend social benefits to. In discussing those 

groups Aristotle wants to deny social benefits to, the problem surroundmg members of 

the productive class became clear: while there is no textual reason why the productive 

class is denied social benefits, and there is no reason according to the Nussbaum 

capabUities approach, nonetheless, it seems that Aristotle wants to deny aU craftsmen the 

pohtical participation and goods of the state. It then became apparent that while there 

may be justified reasons why Aristotie denies citizenship to aduh craftsmen, due to the 

erosion of theh abUities over thne, there was no reason why the chUdren of members 

belongmg to the productive class ought to be denied the rights of chizenship. From there, 

h was possible to examhie the text of the Politics, and find evidence suggesting that 

Aristotie actuaUy beheved that the children of craftsmen ought to be considered free 

members of the pohs, and thus should be educated and entitled to aU the benefits the state 

extends to free upper class male children. After examining this theory, h was then 

possible to suggest and refute three main objections to the theory. 
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The modem conception of democracy has evolved from the conceptions of Plato 

and Aristotle to the encompassmg, social democracy we find advocated hi Locke and 

Rawls. The above presented theory is not intended to serve as a foundation to these 

modem hberal thinkers; h is apparent that Aristotle was not m favor of the modem 

conception of hberal democracy. This theory was intended as a mterpretation of Aristotle 

that incorporates some of our notions about free and equal education, while stiU retaining 

Aristotle's theory of the ideal pohs and his many prejudices. While the above presented 

theory is far from pamthig Aristotle as a social democratic thinker, as advocated and 

argued by thmkers such as MUler and Nussbaum, it does Ulustrate that Aristotle had 

leanings toward, and behefs about, a more free and open system of political participation. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the last twenty years, there has been much emphasis placed on 

mterpreting Aristotle through the lens of social democracy; many scholars, Martha 

Nussbaum foremost among them, have argued that Aristotle is a progressive and forward 

looking social democrat. However, this claim flies in the face of what many see when 

they read Aristotle - he vmtes with rampant elitism, denying citizenship to women, 

foreigners, and the majority of the Greek working population. Furthermore, Aristotle's 

ideal pohs is buUt on a foundation of slave labor, and great deal of tune m the Politics is 

spent buUdmg the argument for the naturalness of slavery. When viewed m this context, 

how is it possible that so many Aristotle scholars argue in favor of Aristotle being labeled 

as a social democrat? 

I wUl to present an mterpretation of Aristotle that strips away this superficial 

elitism, explains why Aristotle restricts citizenship, and suggests that whUe Aristotle is 

not a social democrat hi the way Nussbaum and others would clahn, there are hints of 

social democracy hi the Politics. By employmg the capabUities approach, first developed 

by Sen and then apphed to Aristotie's political theory by Nussbaum, I arrive at an 

mterpretation that demonstrates Aristotle's tendency toward social democracy by openhig 

up the possibUity of citizenship to the productive class. 

From the outset, h must be clear that the theory presented is not a view exphcitly 

endorsed by Aristotle; h is an interpretation of the text intended to suggest that Aristotle 



may have been advocating the extension of citizenship to the productive class m his 

formulation of the ideal pohs. Nor is this theory intended to be a suggestion of how a 

state ought to be organized; for the slave class wiU stiU endure, and women wUl remain 

outside the scope of political participation. It is an interpretation of Aristotle that aUows 

for the productive class to be given the opportunity to achieve eudaimonia and citizenship 

by affording them the benefit of education. 

In order to understand the constraction of Aristotle's ideal polls, h is first 

important to understand the goals and fimction of the pohs. Aristotle defines the goal of 

his pohs as to "make available to each and every citizen the material, institutional, and 

educational chcumstances in which good human fiinctioning may be chosen; to move 

each and every one of them across a threshold of capabUity into circumstances in which 

they may choose to live and fimction weU."̂  Put simply, the goal of the ideal pohs 

Aristotle has in mind is to create conditions under which each member of the pohs can 

achieve eudaimonia, if they are capable and choose to do so.^ Thus, every aspect of the 

state must be geared toward fostering eudaimonia in members of the pohs - the 

constitution, distribution of pubhc goods, economic stmcture, even the assignment of 

pohtical participation and rights must be centrally focused on the goal of producmg 

citizens who can achieve eudaunonia. Therefore, the fundamental question becomes: 

' Martha Nussbaum, "Aristotehan Social Democracy," In R. Bmce Douglas, Gerald M. Mara, and 
Henry S. Richardson (eds.). Liberalism and the Good (London: Routiedge, 1990), 203. 

^ It cannot have escaped notice that I have shifted the language here from "citizen" to "member of 
the poUs." Since my goal in this paper is to demonsttate that groups historically considered non-citizens 
can, in fact, become citizens, this shift seems an important one to make. For fiuther evidence that the goal 
of the state is the eudaimonia of its people, see Politics, 1.2, 26-29. 



under what chcumstances can one achieve eudaimonia, and m what ways is the state 

requhed to help foster eudaunonia within the members of the pohs? 

In order to seriously examine and answer this question, we must estabhsh some 

guidelines or criteria by which to judge how one achieves eudaimonia. To do such, I wiU 

mvoke the capabUities approach to eudaimonia introduced by Nussbaum which possesses 

two key benefits: first, she does not accept the aU-or-nothing approach to eudaunonia; 

rather, she endorses a scale, or range of capabUities and as such, a range of eudaunonia 

potential; secondly, Nussbaum's breakdown of necessary components or guideposts to 

achieving eudaimonia aUows for the isolation of those incapable of eudahnonia, and the 

explanation of why each group is denied poUtical participation, as opposed to clumping 

together all those who cannot achieve eudaimonia. 

According to Nussbaum, to be in a position to achieve eudaunonia is to possess 

three different levels of capabUities - Basic, or B capabUities, Intemal, or I capabihties, 

and Extemal, or E capabUities. The use of the term 'capability,' however, is somewhat 

misleading; for the word imphes action, leadmg to the assumption that capabihties are 

completely vdthin the active control of the agent. Yet, h wiU soon become clear that not 

aU of what Nussbaum caUs capabUhies are active; some capabiUties are not abihties the 

agent can control, but are instmmental goods, like not dymg prematurely, or objective 

goods, hke the vhtues of compassion, and knowledge.^ Rather, "[s]he explichly takes 

[capabiUties] to mclude 'beings' as weU as 'domgs' "'' So, if h is understood that the goal 

^ Thomas Hurka, "Capabihty, Functioning, and Perfectionism," Apeiron. Special Issue Volume 
35, Number 4 (December 2002): 140-1. 

^ Ibid., 140. 



of the pohs is to create a system under which each of hs members can succeed (i.e., 

become eudaimon) h must, therefore, be understood that the pohs is a system of mutual 

cooperation in which members work to achieve eudahnonia and are aided by the state m 

ways specificaUy ahned at aUowing members to achieve the goal of eudaimonia. 

However, before moving on to the specifics of Nussbaum's formulation of capabUities, a 

general outhne of Nussbaum's capabihties approach might be useful. 

OveraU, Nussbaum's posrtion is that for an individual to achieve eudaimonia each 

of the three capabUities (Basic, Intemal, and Extemal) must meet a certain threshold 

requhement. Further, the state has an obhgation to foster eudahnonia in hs members, 

hmited in one key way: because B capabilities mclude those activities and abUities that 

define what it is to be human, (which shaU address more expUcitly m the next chapter) 

the state is only committed to helping those who meet a certain threshold of B 

capabUities achieve I and E capabihties. Nussbaum's picture is what she caUs a 

Distributive Conception - the state has an obligation to help a B capable person achieve 

eudaimonia - and in so doing, the state achieves its goal of "make[mg] h possible for hs 

citizens to hve weU."^ 

' Martha Nussbaum, "Nature, Function, and Capabihty: Aristotie on Political Distribution," in 
Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy. Supplementary Volume I (1988): 156. 



CHAPTER n 

CAPABILITIES 

The Nature of B Capabihties 

In order to develop a hst of B capabilities, Nussbaum attempts to identify those 

abUities or activities that isolate what h is to be human. The characteristics she claims 

are B capabUities are those things without which we would faU to consider someone 

'human.' Included on the hst are bodUy hitegrity, having basic needs like food and 

shelter met, the capacity for pleasure and pain, concem for others, social interaction, 

practical reason, hnagmation, and thought.^ Therefore, Nussbaum defines a person who 

is B capable as: 

[a] person is B-capable of fimction A if and only if the 
person has an individual constitution organized so as to A, 
given the provision of suitable training, time, and other 
instmmental necessary conditions."^ 

In attemptmg to understand what Nussbaum means by the possession of B capabihties, 

the first step wiU be to dissect her definition to achieve a more accessible notion of B 

capabUities. In its distiUed form, one possesses a B capabiUty when she has a natural 

constitution such that if she has access to leisure thne, training, education, and the hke, 

she can do a certam function A. Here it can be seen that a B capability is not the abUity 

^ For a further and more detailed list, see Nussbaum, Aristotehan, as well as Nussbaum, Martha. 
Sex and SocialJustice (New York: Oxford UP, 1999) 

' Nussbaum, Nature Function, 166. 



to perform any particular action, rather, h is "merely the aptitudes for acquiring" more 

advanced abihties, and eventually, the virtues."^ 

So, B capabUities must be looked at as the raw materials one has, the mnate tools 

one utUizes as a foundation upon which more advanced capabUhies can be developed. 

B capabUities are what Juha Annas calls 'mere nature.' As she explains: 

Aristotle does in the Ethics and Politics often taUc of nature 
m a way that contrasts h with habituation and thus with the 
development of virtue. Our development, he says, requhes 
not only nature but also habit and reason; nature on hs own 
can be developed ehher for the better or for the worse, so 
that it is up to humans to make use of theh reason to 
control theh nature by means of habit.^ 

Because B capabUities are innate, they are best understood as one's natural potential to 

acquhe the virtues, not the virtues themselves. Another way of examining this problem is 

by notmg the difference between the abUity to acquire a vhtue and the abihty to exercise 

a vhtue. One must possess the abUity to acquire a vhtue before she can exercise it. After 

one has the abUity to acquire a vhtue, she may then practice the vhtue in the attempt to 

achieve eudaimonia. 

Furthermore, it is unportant to note that whUe B capabihties occur naturally, this 

does not mean our nature cannot be guided in certam ways, though it does mean the 

range is hmited and caimot be changed. For example, I have the abUity to acquhe 

knowledge, but this range is limited by my natural mteUectual capacity. It may be the 

case that I have the natural capacity to become the next Einstein - but if I do not have the 

^ Juha Annas, The Morality of Happiness (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1995), 147. 

'Ibid., 143. 



capacity to be that mtelhgent, h does not matter how much thne I devote to study, I wiU 

never be able to achieve that kmd of brilhance. I can unprove my inteUectual ability 

within the range I was bora with, but no fiirther because the range I was bom with 

determines the raw materials I have to work with. 

For Aristotie, only those people whose B capabUity range meets a certam 

threshold possess a claim on the government; not everyone can rightfliUy clahn that they 

are entitled to certain goods or rights that are bestowed by the state. Before moving on to 

I capabihties, I wiU briefly examine which groups do not possess a cl^m on the 

government, where they stand on the capability spectmm, and why they faU to meet the 

minimum standard of B capabihty. 

At the most basic level are those people who are completely B incapable - they 

do not possess, m any 'real' way, the abUity to acquhe virtue. For example, those people 

who are in a persistent vegetative state, or people who are severely mentally retarded faU 

m this category. At the next level of the spectram, is the level of natural slaves. For, we 

must remember what Aristotle claims of natural slaves: 

[f|or he who can belong to someone else (and that is why 
he actuaUy does belong to someone else), and he who 
shares in reason to the extent of understanding it, but does 
not have h himself (for the other animals obey not reason 
but feelings) is a natural slave. ̂ ° 

Aristotle asserts that natural slaves can comprehend reason, but cannot reason 

independently, due to a defective reasoning faculty. Thus, while natural slaves possess 

more B capabihties than someone in a persistent vegetative state, because of theh faulty 



y^ 

reasoning, natural slaves do not flilfiU enough of the B capabUities to meet the standards 

of what h is to be fiiUy human, and therefore, natural slaves do not meet enough of the 

criteria of B capabihties to meet the threshold Aristotie envisions. I wiU retum to the 

status of natural slaves later; the goal for now is merely to order the spectram of B 

capabUhies, usmg the different groups Aristotie discusses m the Politics. 

On the next level of the B capabUity spectram, we must discuss women. While 

women possess even more B capabUities than slaves, they lack the deUberative fimction 

of reason. This means that a woman's emotions overrale her reason, and as such she lack 

the determmation, or conviction of her reason. This leads to women being m a state of 

chronic incontmence, cutting off theh range of B capabUity just short of Aristotie's 

minimum threshold. Because of this, Aristotle beUeves that women, as a group, are 

mcapable of achieving eudaimonia. It should be noted that women are extremely close to 

meetmg this threshold, yet they stUl faU short. Agam, we wiU take up the specifics of 

women in Chapter in, however, currently the project is to define the spectram of B 

capabUities. 

Any group not mentioned above meets the threshold of B capabilities. Meeting 

this level entaUs that with proper education, thne, and habituation, these people can 

achieve eudaunonia. However, it must be noted that this does not mean people who meet 

this requhement of B capabUities are eudaunon, or even guaranteed to become eudaimon. 

As m the knowledge example given above, even those who possess the abihty to acquhe 

the virtues can stUl be prevented from becoming eudaimon, in two key ways. Fhst, one 

'"Aristotie. Politics. CDC. Reeve, tianslator. (New York: Hackett Pubhshmg, 1998), 1254b, 



may faU to achieve eudaunonia through poor choices, such as a lack of personal 

commitment or laziness. Second, eudaimonia can be obstracted through a series of 

obstacles beyond her control, hke a lack of necessary material condhions, or a lack of 

leisure thne. 

It should be clear at this point why the state cannot bring those who fall short of 

the mmimum threshold up to the required standard. The state can help provide certain B 

capabUities: bodily integrity, health, adequate health care to insure everyone lives a 

normal, healthy hfe and does not die prematurely. However, there are some B 

capabihties the state cannot help provide: practical reason, fiiendship, hnagmation, 

concem for others, and the hke. Therefore, someone who fails to meet the minhnum 

standard of B capabihties wUl not be able to achieve this type of capabUity, even with the 

benefits of the state. Due to this, the state does hicur some obhgation to those who do not 

meet the standards of B capabihties, but this obhgation is minimal and entaUs nothing 

more than basic standards of hving, pubhc sanitation, and securing bodUy mtegrity. It 

does not mclude education, pohtical participation, or citizenship. With a fuU 

understandmg of B capabUities the focus can now shift to a discussion of I capabihties. 

21-24. 



The Nature nf I CapabUhies 

I capabUities, unlUce B capabUities, are not nattiral; rather, they are abihties that 

can be nurtured through habh and proper education. 1 capabilities are "trahs of mteUect 

and character and body such that, under appropriate conditions, they [members of the 

pohs] wiU be m a position to chose well and act weU."'' More formaUy defined, 

Nussbaum clauns that a person wdth I capabihties is: 

[a] person is I-capable of fimction A at thne t if and only if 
the person is so organized at t that, should the appropriate 
chcumstances present themselves, the person can choose an 
A action. ̂ ^ 

WhUe B capabUities are the abUity to acquhe the virtues, possessmg an I capabUity 

(combhied with the extemal goods granted by E capabUhies) is the abiUty to possess and 

exercise the virtues. In this way, I capabUities are more diflBcuh to obtain and master, 

because they require members of the pohs to develop the virtues through action, 

education, and habituation. 

To understand I capabUities more clearly, h is mstmctive to examine the 

foUowing example. The abUity to reason a B capability; the ability "to form a conception 

of the good and engage m critical reflection about the plannmg of one's ovra life" is an I 

capabihty.'^ I capabihties buUd on a foundation of B capabiUties, and take them to a 

more advanced level, which is the level that can only be reached when education and 

" Nussbaum, Nature Function, 160. 

'̂  Ibid., 160. 

'̂  Nussbaum, Aristotelian, 225. 
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habh are introduced. As such, I capabUities wiU requhe education and a fair distribution 

of goods provided by the state. 

At first glance, it may seem that the distinction between B and I capabUhies is 

quite arbitrary; however, this will cease to be the case if what both Nussbaum and Annas 

have to say about the nature of I capabilities is examined. Note that "I capabilities are 

developed by education" and that in the Politics, Aristotie asserts on numerous occasions 

that one of the most important tasks of the state is to provide an expansive system of 

pubhc education. Secondly, Nussbaum asserts, "At least a necessary condition of being 

a recipient of such distribution [e.g., education and extemal goods] is that one should 

possess by nature a less developed capability to perform the appropriate functionings m 

question."^' Nussbaum's point is that the abUity to acquhe the vutues (lUce the abUity to 

reason) is the possession 'B' capabihty; the more weU developed and fine tuned the 

abihty to reason (e.g., the exercise of reason to form a conception of the good) is the 

mark of possessing an 'I ' capabUity. By this, we can clearly understand the nature of the 

distinction between 'B' and T capabihties as faUing on a spectram, which mirrors the 

move from the abUity to acquhe a virtue and the exercise thereof This foUows from the 

notion that T capabUities must be developed through education; for, in order to have an 

education system with any particular use m the realm of eudaimonia development, h 

seems that individuals must have the raw materials (B capabUities) h takes to make 

'" Nussbaum, Nature Fimction, 161. We can see Aristotie echo Nussbaum's claim that there ought 
to be an expansive system of pubhc education through his project in Books Vn and VIE, where he lays the 
groundwork for the upbringing and education of children. In fact, the preponderance of these two books 
are dedicated to the education of children. 

'̂  Nussbaum, Nature Function, 166. 
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education usefiil. Thus, education wUl be of no use to those m a persistent vegetative 

state or those who are severely mentally retarded; and while some form of education may 

help nattiral slaves or women, the education these groups receive wUl not have the aun of 

achievmg eudahnonia. As such, the education these groups receive wUl not look hke the 

standardized, state sponsored education Aristotie uses to foster eudaimonia development 

in B capable persons, for that type of education wiU only be of use to those who possess 

the fuU ability to acquire vhtue. 

Juha Annas echoes Nussbaum's understandmg of I capabihties. While Annas 

does not caU them B or I capabihties, she does taUc of the difference between "mere 

nature" and nature bemg developed by "habh and reason."^' Annas makes the foUowing 

distinction between B and I capabUities" 

[m]ere human nature is developed into fiiU human nature 
by habh and reason, but reason is also the way in which h 
is natural for humans to develop . . . Humans are equipped 
by mere nature to develop virtue, but do not do so unless 
habit is dhected by reason to produce a rational dhection of 
one's life and emplojmient of external goods. ̂ ^ 

Annas' point seems to be much hke Nussbaum's: there are certain goods that one must 

possess by nature in order for habit and reason to be utilized in productive and 

'* We can understand this in the following way. It may be that certain children are remarkably 
smart, and have the potential to become world famous prodigies. However, this potential wiU never be 
MfiUed if the child is not trained, presumably through some type of education. In the same way, some 
members of the polls may have the potential to possess fiill practical wisdom, though, this will never be 
fidfilled without the implementation of some form of education. 

' ' Julia Annas, "Human Nature and Political Virtue." In Review of Metaphysics. 49 (No. 4, Issue 
No. 196) (June 1996): 734. 

'̂  Ibid., 736-7. 
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appropriate ways (i.e., the development of eudaimonia). I am assummg here that 

education is a part of the habittjation process, and is only usefiU to those who possess the 

correct kmds of capabUities by mere nattire. Therefore, those people who do not possess 

the unfettered abiUty to reason, or the lack of other foundational B capabihties by nattire 

are not m a position to be educated m ways that are usefiil to the achievement of 

eudaimonia. 

The Nature of E Capabihties 

The final type of capabihty to be discussed is extemal, or 'E' capabUities. 

Accordmg to Nussbaum, 'E' capabihties are capabUhies one can possess when one has 

access to sufficient extemal goods. We can understand 'E' capabiUties as I capabUities 

combined with the extemal goods that allow I capabUhies to flourish. Nussbaum 

characterizes a person with E capabUities as: 

[a] person is E-capable of fimction A at time t if and only if 
at t the person is I-capable of A and there are no 
chcumstances present that hnpede or prevent the exercise 
ofA.^^ 

WhUe it may seem at first glance that E capabihties are nothmg more than material 

conditions, E capabihties must entaU more than this; E capabUities are not just food, 

water, and shelter, but are the abUities people may achieve when they have access to 

these extemal goods. For Aristotle, E capabihties are the main focus of pubhc policy. 

' Nussbaum, Nature Function, 164. 
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with two key fiinctions: providing education in order to develop I capabUities, and 

msuring that the material condhions of the members of the pohs are met. 

To give an example of the use of E capabUities, consider the foUowmg: h would 

be unpossible to possess courage, or wisdom, when one is starvmg, suffering from 

disease, or has not been given an adequate education. Therefore, E capabihties are the 

abihties that can be achieved by I capable people when given education, food, health 

care, leisure tune, and other shnilar extemal goods. Thus, from the pomt of view of the 

state, E capabUities involve the removal of obstacles and the provision of material goods 

which are to a large extent, beyond the individual's control. 

Understandmg CapabUhies as a Whole 

Now let us put the capabihties approach together and review Nussbaum's theory 

in its enthety. In order to determine who has the abihty to achieve eudaimonia, and 

thereby to whom the state has an obligation to extend education for the purpose of 

creating eudaunon mdividuals, the first distinction that must be made is where people faU 

on the spectram of B capabilities. There are numerous reasons why people may faU to 

meet the minimum threshold of B capabUities, but the state undertakes the prima facie 

obhgation to help those who meet this minhnum threshold to achieve eudaimonia. From 

here, we move mto the reahn of I and E capabihties, which are closely related. One 

cannot achieve 'I ' capabihties (the abUity to exercise the virtues) without the state 

providing extemal goods and removing adverse condhions (the state's obhgation in 

reference to E capabihties), and one wiU not achieve 'E' capabihties without T 

14 



capabihties. The relationship between the two capabihties can be understood m the 

foUowing way: one cannot be successfully educated (I capabiUty) if one does not have 

proper nutrition, or proper health care (E capability) - being on the verge of starvation or 

extremely UI would prevent one from becoming educated. This notion of the relationship 

between the two sets of capabUities forces the state to provide the necessary extemal 

goods that wiU lead to success m an education system. This includes, for Aristotle, an 

expansive system of pubhc works like the common meal, clean water, clean air, and even 

the pubhc education system where individuals wiU fiilfiU his or her potential to become 

T capable, and eventually, become eudaimon. Now that we have a firm understandmg 

of Nussbaum's theory of eudaimonia development, through the use of her capabihty 

theory, let us move to examine who is prevented from sharmg m the goods of the state, 

and why they are prevented. 
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CHAPTER m 

NEGLECTED GROUPS - SLAVES, WOMEN, 

AND THE PRODUCTIVE CLASS 

Introduction 

Because Aristotie's ideal pohs does not extend education or other E capabilities to 

those who are lacking m B capabUities, there are three key groups that Aristotle does not 

extend goods or citizenship to: natural slaves, women, and the productive class. 

Examinmg each m turn, and, using Nussbaum's capabihties approach, wiU aUow for the 

discovery of why, accordmg to Aristotle, these are justifiably denied benefits of the state. 

Natural Slaves 

The first and most obvious group that Aristotle denies citizenship and pubhc 

goods to are natural slaves.^° Richard Kraut clauns that Aristotle's view on natural 

slavery is clear: 

[h]e thinks that at bhth some people are suhed to be slaves. 
Nothing they do as children or adults can undo the 
deficiency vAth which they are bom. They lack the faculty 
by which normal human beings reason, (1.5 1254b22-3) and 
no amount of training or education can remedy this 
impahment.^^ 

°̂ Here we must clarify. While Aristotle is advocating a system of slavery, it is not the commonly 
understood system of Greek slavery. This is important because Aristotie is critical of the Greek system of 
slavery, and this has lead to some conftision about what Aristotle means by "natural slavery." 

'̂ Richard Kraut, Aristotle: Political Philosophy (New York: Oxford UP, 2002), 282. 
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This "hnpahment" of natural slaves can be understood in two distinct ways. 

Aristotie clahns that natural slaves are characterized by two features: first, slaves have 

bodies that are predisposed to, and weU suhed for, physical labor; and second, slaves 

cannot reason on theh own, but must be pahed with a master able to reason for them. 

The first argument Aristotie makes is that slaves have bodies "strong enough to be used 

for necessities," while free people "are useless for that sort of work."^^ So, one of the 

fimdamental reasons that natural slaves cannot achieve eudaimonia is theh predisposition 

toward physical labor. As is weU known, Aristotle equates activities that are labor 

intensive with a servile and slavish frame of mind. Those people who act in slavish ways 

are not the kind of people that can engage in the virtues.^^ Secondly, while slaves possess 

reason, they possess it in a minimal sense (as discussed in the previous section with 

regard to a natural slave's inabUity to achieve fiiU B capabUity). In several of his works, 

Aristotle asserts that there are two different parts of the human soul - the part that 

reasons, and the part that "is merely capable of hstening to and bemg persuaded by 

reasoning. '̂* Natural slaves lack the abUity to reason for themselves, and can only 

comprehend the reason of others as h is explamed to them. Thus, slaves are rational, in 

the sense that they can comprehend reason when h is placed before them, but not in the 

^̂  Aristotie. Politics. 1254b, 27-8. 

^ This is not just a rehc of Aristotie's time. Even today, there are people who possess servile and 
slavish mentaUties. We generally refer to these people as those who lack self-esteem. For example, a 
person who beheves she is dumb, and projects that image to those around her is often considered dumb, 
even though she may in fact be very mtelhgent. 

^̂  Kraut, Page 283. Kraut suggests we also examine NE, 1.7 1098a4-5,1.13 1102a26-l 103al0; EE 
n.I 1219b28-31;/'o//ftc5'. VIL14, 1333al6-18. 
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way that contemporary thmkers would consider fiiUy rational, because they are unable to 

reason uidependently. Thus, natural slaves are not fiiUy B capable. 

It seems clear that h is for the second reason that natural slaves are denied 

citizenship. Theh mabUity to reason independently is the basis for enslavmg them; they 

have a faulty fimctionmg reasonmg that is best kept in highly supervised environments. 

As Aristotle clahns m Book I, "For if somethmg is capable of rational foresight, h is a 

natural raler and master, whereas whatever can use hs body to labor is raled and is a 

natural slave. That is why the same thing is beneficial for both master and slave."^^ 

Thus, natural slaves are best kept in a custodial partnership with a master who has the 

abihty to reason and can explain reason to them. Natural slaves are denied social goods 

and political participation because their inabUity to reason hopelessly blocks them from 

achieving eudaimonia. Therefore, the best situation for a natural slave is a custodial 

relationship with a eudahnon master. 

Women 

The next group that Aristotle denies fiiU pubhc participation to is women. While 

free women possess the ability to reason, which Aristotie caUs the "deliberative part of 

theh soul," h "lacks authority."^^ That is, whUe a woman can determme what the 

reasonable thmg to do is, she lacks the abUity to force hersetfto do h. Aristotie's 

contention is that women are incurably mcontinent, or, puttmg h in more modem terms. 

^^ Politics. 1252a, 31-35. 

*̂ Ibid., 1260a, 13. 
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that women simply lack strength of wiU. Because of the inability of women to ttim 

rational thought mto rational activity, and also because, a woman's lack of authority 

precludes the abUity to determme the rational action on a consistent basis, Aristotle feels 

confident hi clahning that women are naturally blocked from the path leading to 

eudaimonia. Shice women cannot achieve eudaimonia, the distribution of pubhc goods 

and citizenship would be, m some fimdamental way, wasted on them, and thus they are 

denied access to pubhc goods, as weU as denied chizenship. 

The Problems Associated vnth the Productive Class 

The last group we must consider is by far the most interestmg and problematic 

group among those Aristotle denies benefits to on the grounds of lacking the necessary 

capabihties to achieve eudaimonia. Aristotle has strong views about why craftsmen 

{banausoi, the productive class) cannot achieve eudaimonia. Kraut explains the 

problematic nature of Aristotle's claims about craftsmen as foUows: 

[h]e [Aristotle] often speaks of craftsmen as 'banausoi' 
('the vulgar'), and his distaste for them was widely shared 
m the ancient world. Why does he exclude them from 
citizenship . ? He does not clahn they have any natural 
deficiency, as do women and slaves. They have the 
capacity to deliberate and to control their emotions. But 
this makes it mysterious that they should be excluded from 
pohtical hfê ^ 

Indeed Kraut's statement echoes tme here. Aristotle does not give any clear textual 

reason why the productive class ought to be excluded from citizenship, which seems odd 

^̂  Kraut, 215. 
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to the average reader because of the vehemence in which he asserts this claim. Aristotle 

gives clear reasons why women and natural slaves must be excluded; yet, for the 

productive class (the group he seems most concemed about denyhig chizenship to) 

Aristotie give no clear reasons to support his claim. Perhaps examining the deficiencies 

craftsmen might possess on the capabUities approach wUl help shed insight mto why 

craftsmen are denied chizenship within the confines of Aristotle's pohs. 

Fhst, h is clear from the text that members of the productive class possess B 

capabihties. According to the description of B capabiUties presented in Chapter n, there 

is no area m which craftsmen fall short: they can reason, as evidenced by their abihty to 

produce goods; they can recognize pleasure and pam; they possess the senses; etc. As 

such, craftsmen are in possession of aU those abihties that would fiilfiU the criteria of 

bemg B capable. Nussbaum even suggests that: 

[o]n the account we have presented [the capabilities 
account] we would have expected hhn to say that the city 
ought to educate them, even if h means giving them leisure 

We might try to get around this by saymg that B-
capabihties are eroded by bad education or a demeaning 
way of life: so that by the time we encounter these 
mdividuals as aduhs, matters are aheady hopeless with 
them, and so there can be no duty to educate them. 

So, Nussbaum and others must concede that Aristotie would assert that members of the 

productive class do indeed possess aU of the basic capabilities necessary to incur some 

kmd of obhgation from the state. But Aristotie expressly denies that craftsmen are 

capable of achieving eudahnonia in the same way other free men are. This is not merely 

*̂ Nussbaum, Namre Function, 175. 
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clumsiness on Aristotle's part, as a fiirther examination of the productive class wUl 

iUuminate. 

Perhaps, whUe craftsmen do possess all the necessary B capabilities, there is some 

clear impediment to prevent craftsmen from possessing fiiU I capabiUties, as such, they 

are hopelessly stuck at the threshold of I capabihties. Is h possible that this is the case? 

It seems that h might be, for I capabUities are reached through education and habituation, 

and h might be thought that the lack of leisure time would prevent craftsmen from 

achievmg eudahnonia. Aristotie claims that "h is unpossible to engage in virtuous 

pursuhs whUe hvmg the life of a vulgar craftsman or a hhed laborer."^^ We can see that 

this claim may bolster the idea that craftsmen are not I capable. Initially, this argument 

mdicates that craftsmen could achieve eudaimonia, because they possess the potential to 

achieve eudahnonia. However, craftsmen are prevented from achieving eudahnonia 

because of the economic necessity of theh position - they must work for a living, and 

undertake slavish work, making them slavish. Aristotie claims that "the more they 

damage the body, the more vulgar they are; the most slavish are those in which the body 

is used the most; the most ignoble are those least in need of virtue."^" That is, because 

craftsmen and laborers are m professions that requhe them to use theh bodies for labor, 

they aUow themselves to be used m slavish ways, makmg them slavish. The more slavish 

one is, the less lUcely he is to achieve vhtue, which would require the mastery of 

inteUectual abUities. Furthermore, even craftsmen who do not spend the majority of theh 

'^^ Politics. 1278a, 20-1. 

^°Ibid., 1258b, 36-8. 
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thne engrossed in manual labor are stUl constantly busy with work, which means they do 

not have the requishe leisure thne to achieve eudaimonia. As such, h may indeed be the 

case that the productive class is I mcapable; that theh abUity to become I capable is 

eroded by "lives of these sorts are ignoble and mimical to virtue."^^ 

Nussbaum offers another way to explain why craftsmen are denied the rights of 

citizenship: the 'bad luck' approach found m The Fragility ofGoodness^^ In this work, 

Nussbaum explams that the potential for eudahnonia can be cormpted though the 

inabihty to access certain extemal goods which are necessary in the achievement of fiiU 

eudaimonia. This pomts to the clahn that those m the productive class are not B 

mcapable, nor I mcapable, but rather, are lacking in E capabUities - the extemal 

conditions necessary to choosmg and hving a eudaimon hfe. ff the 'bad luck' argument 

is accepted, Nussbaum's explanation would be something of the foUowing sort: 

craftsmen, hke aU other free men, possess aU the capabihties necessary for citizenship (B 

and I capabihties). The productive class could achieve eudahnonia; however, extemal 

factors of bad luck - poor nutrition, a lack of proper moral education, bad parentmg, and 

exposure at a young age to a slavish way of hfe ~ corrapts the capabihties beyond the 

pomt of redemption, and blocks the productive class from achievmg eudaimonia. 

Therefore, there seems to be two ways to posh reasons for denymg citizenship to the 

productive class, both of which spring from the lifestyle that craftsmen lead. 

' ' Ibid, 1328b, 40. 

'̂  Martha Nussbaum, The Fragility of Goodness (Cambridge UP: 1986), Chapter 11. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE EROSION OF CAPABILITY - WHAT ABOUT THE 

CHILDREN? 

The above account of Aristotle's justification for denying citizenship to 

craftsmen, while plausible, creates a fiirther puzzle in Aristotie. If Aristotle denies 

citizenship to the productive class because of the slavish type of work they undertake, 

then it is clear that craftsmen do not begin life incapable of achieving eudahnonia. 

Therefore, h would be expected that Aristotle would assert that children of members of 

the productive class could be educated and habituated in the ways of vhtue, thus allowing 

them to achieve eudaunonia; it would only make sense for Aristotle to claim that the 

offspring of craftsmen could benefit from pubhc goods before they become accustomed 

to the slavish and corrapting influences of the productive hfe. 

The manner in which Aristotie treats the chUdren of the productive class is of 

paramount importance to this discussion: if the goal of the state is to promote T and 'E' 

capabUities m those who are 'B' capable, Aristotie should be committed to the idea that 

the state should seek to mitigate the effects of bad luck. 

The 'bad luck' of craftsmen chUdren faUs mto two levels: first, the famUy that one 

is bom into is simply a matter of luck; and in the case of craftsmen chUdren, they were 

bom into a vulgar and slavish family. ChUdren cannot do anything to prevent this form 

of bad luck, and h would be implausible to assume that the state could mitigate this type 

of bad luck. However, short of preventing craftsmen from having children, h seems that 

the chUdren of craftsmen are denied any state obligation simply because they were bom 
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mto a family that is lackmg in certam extemal goods, namely money and leisure thne.'' 

This type of bad luck the state can do something about, by mitigatmg the extemal 

mequahties brought on by the famUy background of these children. 

This leads us to the central question: why would Aristotie's state, which 

advocates pubhc education, public works, and the demand for a common meal, refiise 

goods to chUdren merely on the basis of what famUy they were bom into? Initially, h 

does not seem that Aristotie's ideal pohs would deny people chizenship merely based on 

bad luck; on the contrary, h seems that Aristotie would describe his ideal state as doing 

whatever possible to solve this type of mequahty. Nussbaum does not neglect this 

question ehher: "But then we would expect hhn [Aristotle] to take special care about the 

children of these adults [craftsmen], that they should not have the bad way of life; and 

this he nowhere does."'* 

WhUe I agree with Nussbaum, I take exception to her last clahn that there is 

nowhere within the Politics where Aristotle takes up the case of chUdren, particularly the 

chUdren of craftsmen. On the contrary, I shaU to argue that Aristotle does provide the 

possibihty of upward mobUity for the children of craftsmen before theh capabiUties 

degenerate beyond repah. The only reason that this is unclear to the modem reader is 

because Aristotie takes for granted the idea that all free, male children ought to be treated 

'̂  Aristotie would clearly reject any policy that forbade craftsmen from having children; his 
scathing criticism of this same suggestion made in Plato's Republic (as seen in Book II of the Politics) 
should convince us of this. 

''' Nussbaum, Nature Function, 171. 
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ahke, and therefore does not differentiate between classes of free male children. A close 

examination of textual evidence here wiU demonstrate my hypothesis to be trae. 
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CHAPTER V 

TEXTUAL ANALYSIS AND THE IMPLICATIONS 

TO THE CHILDREN OF CRAFTSMEN 

The first place to look for Aristotie's position on upward mobility for children of 

the productive class is in the text of the Politics hself This wiU require a carefiil 

examination of the latter half of the work. 

Fhst, h is necessary to isolate Aristotie's view of craftsmen. In the Politics, very 

httle is actuaUy expUchly stated about craftsmen; the mam distmction between "classes" 

of people that Aristotle wishes to draw is between free and unfree (i.e., natural slaves). 

This is most clearly seen when Aristotle asserts the fundamental difference between the 

free and unfree at 1254b, hnes 26-30: 

[n]ature tends, then, to make the bodies of slaves and free 
people different too, the former strong enough to be used 
for necessities, the latter useless for that sort of work, but 
upright and possessing all the other qualities needed for 
pohtical life. 

Here Aristotie is saymg that slaves and free people possess different kinds of natural 

dispositions, and whUe slaves have natural constitutions best utihzed by manual labor, 

free people have the sort of dispositions that are best used in pohtical life. Craftsmen are 

not bom slaves, and never become slaves; rather, they are bom free, and remain free. 

LUcewise, they are not women. Therefore, members of the productive class have the 

potential to possess, at least throughout theh youth, the quahties needed for political Ufe. 

The point here is first that members of the productive class are not bom defective, and 
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second tiiat they are bora free." Therefore, if our wish is to understand where the 

fimdamental divisions exist withm Aristotie's political stmcture, we wdU quickly 

understand that the difference between groups he advocates is based on freedom, rather 

than a primitive notion of class. Because the productive class is free, they wiU be 

mcluded in the clahns Aristotle makes about free people. Now that I have estabhshed 

that craftsmen are classified m the same group as free men, the move to fiirther textual 

evidence that leads to the conclusion that chUdren of the productive class are educated, 

and have the potential for upward mobihty is the next logical step. 

In Book v n , Aristotle discusses the three things people must possess to become 

exceUent: habit, nature, and reason.'^ Those who are constituted such that they have the 

potential to achieve each of these, and the abiUty to utUize each m the achievement 

practice of the vutues, are those who possess the abUity to become eudaimon. Therefore, 

Aristotle asserts that: 

[w]e have aheady determined [in Vn.7] the sorts of natures 
people should have if it is to be easy for the legislator to 
take them hi hand. Everything thereafter is a task for 
EDUCATION. For some things are leamed by habituation, 
others by mstraction.'^ 

'̂ One might, for the purpose of argument, note that the group of women are a group that is also 
free but disenfranchised and ignored by the state. To this objection I will note that women are not fiiUy B 
capable (though, very close to the fiilfillment of this capabihty). Furthermore, it is clear that Aristotie is 
writing in a highly sexist form; as such, women are not considered comparable to men. Because Aristotie's 
unwillingness to compare the pohtical abihties of men and women, I hope the reader will mdulge my 
inchnation to do the same (however unfair it might, in reality, be). 

^^ Politics. 13323,39-40. 

^̂  Ibid., 1332b, 7-10. 
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Aristotie is saying that if people have the right sort of nattire, then h is the legislator's 

task to educate them. The hnphcation seems obvious: I have previously estabhshed (hi 

Section ni) that the productive class, at least mitially, is endowed with 'the right sort of 

nature' and, as such, the children of the productive class possess 'the right sort of nature.' 

Havmg the right sort of nature, the state has an obhgation to educate children of the 

productive class. This is the fhst evidence that Aristotle would favor education for the 

chUdren of members of the productive class. 

Furthermore, each child 'of the right sort' who is granted an education is given, 

according to Aristotle, the same education as every other chUd; there is not one form of 

education given to chUdren of the productive class, and another for children of citizens. 

We note this by Aristotle's claim within Book Vn that: 

[sjince the whole city-state has one single end, however, h 
is evident that education too must be one and the same for 
aU, and that it's supervision must be communal, not private 
as it is at present. . . Training for communal matters should 
also be communal. 

Through this quotation, h is clear that not only is Aristotie assertmg a standardized 

curriculum for aU chUdren entering a system of education (a system of education that is 

open to all free chUdren), but that Aristotie is advocating a system of education that is 

expansive and pubhc. The above statement is a clear mdication that what Aristotie 

envisions is a system very shnUar to the standardized, state sponsored education we have 

in most modem, mdustriahzed countries. 

*̂ Ibid., 1337a, 21-26. 
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Furthermore, removing education from parental control acttiaUy hicreases the 

abihty for chUdren of the productive class to receive a weU-rounded education. As h wiU 

be made clear in the next section, aduh craftsmen have cormpted natures that make them 

incapable of givmg theh children a proper education in the virtues. Thus, if education is 

left up to parents, chUdren of the productive class wiU be unable to receive an education 

compatible with achieving eudahnonia. By givmg control of education to the state, and 

requiring each chUd to receive the same education regardless of background, aU free 

chUdren wiU start off from the same point. This gives the chUdren of craftsmen a greater 

potential to achieve eudaimonia than they would have otherwise had. 

However, the most compelhng evidence that Aristotle aUows children of the 

productive class the potential to achieve eudahnonia is found at hne 1337b, lines 4-9: 

[b]ut it is evident that they [children] should not be taught 
aU of them [usefiil things, like crafts or skiUs], since there 
is a difference between the tasks of the free and the unfree, 
and they should share only in such things as v ^ not tum 
them mto vulgar craftsmen. 

Here several mterestmg ideas that support the claim that the children of craftsmen 

are to be treated and educated in the same way as other free children must be highhghted. 

Fhst, the distmction that Aristotle makes is again, between the 'free and unfree,' 

sohdifymg the notion that the distinction between groups of people is not based on class, 

but is rather based on freedom. Aristotie's lack of reference to social and economic class, 

combhied with his overwhelming use of the distinction between the free and unfree, leads 

39 Ibid., 1337b, 4-9 
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us to realize tiiat h is not social class, but freedom that is the fimdamental distinction that 

concerns him. 

The most interestmg, and perhaps promising part of the above quotation, 

however, surrounds the word "tum." Aristotie is worried about the manner in which 

chUdren are taught: not only does he not want children to develop slavish characteristics, 

he also does not want free chUdren to tum into craftsmen. The phrase "turn," more than 

any other, leads to the hnpression that Aristotle thinks that craftsmen are made, not bom. 

Therefore, the chUdren of craftsmen could become something other than craftsmen, if the 

chUdren are not corrapted in their youth.'*" 

It has been previously estabhshed that Aristotle focuses on the free/unfree 

distmction, supported by the last quotation presented. This emphasis on this distinction 

supports the claim that chUdren of the productive class are given the same educational 

benefits as chUdren of citizens. Secondly, h has been estabhshed that chUdren of 

craftsmen are 'of the right sort,' and thus are enthled to education. This is fiirther 

supported by the claim that education must be free and open to aU, mcluding a 

standardized curriculum implemented and controUed by the state. A state controUed 

education grants children of craftsmen the best possible opportunity for the kmd of 

upward mobihty that I wish to assert they possess, for, by removmg the responsibUities of 

education from parents (some of whom might be unable to properly educate theh 

children) Aristotie has insured that each child wiU receive an education compatible v t̂h 

eudaimonia. Lastly, h has been shovm that craftsmen are not bom, they are made, thus 
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demonstratmg concretely that chUdren of craftsmen are not bom craftsmen, but rather 

become craftsmen. Therefore, h is clear that Aristotie beheved that m the ideal pohs 

chUdren of the productive class are to be given the same education as aU other free 

children. From this, I can claim that children of craftsmen can achieve eudaimonia.^' To 

give one final piece of textual evidence to bolster the clahn that Aristotie actually 

beheved that his ideal pohs should educate aU free children, consider the claim he makes 

at 1255a: 

[f|or they thmk that good people come from good people in 
just the way that human comes from human, and beast from 
beast. But often, though nature does have a tendency to 
bring this about, it is nevertheless unable to do so.'*̂  

Because parentage cannot be the only criteria for determmmg who the best people are, 

the state must provide equal opportunity for all, waiting to see who wUl utUize his 

benefits and opportunities to achieve eudaimonia. Therefore, the assertion regarding the 

education of aU free people is not merely a suggestion, but a reasonable, textuaUy based 

interpretation of what Aristotle beheved ought to take place within his ideal pohs. 

''° Let us note here that there are other places within the text that might lead us to beheve that 
craftsmen are made. Consider Po/;rtc5 1258b, 35-40; 1278a, 20-21; 1328b, 38-40; 1337b, 9-13. 

"' This may seem like a quick jump to make. However, since we have previously estabhshed that 
tiie state will only offer benefits to tiiose people who are capable of properly usmg them to achieve 
eudaimonia, ft seems that giving an equal education to children of the productive class demonstrates that 
they are capable of achieving eudaimonia. 

"̂  Politics. 1255a 40 - 1255b 3. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE ENDURANCE OF THE PRODUCTIVE CLASS 

ff children of the productive class are given the tools necessary to achieve 

eudaimonia, the question becomes: Why does the productive class endure? As has been 

noted within our own education system, as more people become more educated, there are 

fewer people to fiU what are considered 'productive' jobs. If Aristotie is advocating 

universal education for free male children, then he would seem to ran in to the same 

problem: over thne, an mcrease in the number of people educated wiU lead to a decrease 

in the number of children wiUing to engage in productive jobs. Clearly, this would not be 

an acceptable result to Aristotle. If the result of universal education is that the pohs 

ceases to function properly then Aristotle would certainly not advocate educating 

chUdren of the productive class. 

However, Aristotie seems committed to the idea that aU free children ought to 

have access to the same expansive system of education, and h is left to the reader to 

determine how the productive class endures. As modem readers of Aristotle, how do we 

account for the contmuation of the productive class under a system of government that 

aUows all free male chUdren access to education? 

The shnple answer is that the productive class endures because some chUdren faU 

to exercise the vhtues in a way that leads to eudaimonia. While those who exercise the 

vhtues to the degree necessary to achieve eudaimonia wUl find theh skills m high 

demand and wUl be able to eam a living (hi pubhc hfe, for example), those who fail to 
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achieve eudaimonia must stUl eam a livmg. Children of the productive class cannot rely 

on the famUy estates and hve a leisured life the way theh wealthy counterparts can; for 

this reason, children of the productive class who fail to achieve eudahnonia are 

particularly susceptible to turning into craftsmen. 

The answer to the further question, how someone who is B, I, and E capable can 

faU to achieve eudahnonia, we must re-vish section I, the discussion of capabUities. 

Fhst, recaU that children of the productive class meet only the mmhnum threshold of B 

capabihties. That is, they posses B capabilities at a level compatible with acquhing 

virtue. However, even those who meet this minimal requirement stUl have a spot on the 

spectram of B capabilities, with some people being more B capable then others. This 

phenomena should not surprise us. Consider the foUowing: those who meet the threshold 

needed to be considered "above average" m intelhgence are not aU equally smart. Some 

wiU meet the briUiance of Emstem or Hawking; others wUl not. This is due to the fact 

that aU smart people are not equaUy smart. The same is trae of those people who meet 

the threshold to be considered B capable. Those who meet this minimum are not aU 

equally B capable; however, they wdU stUl be B capable to varymg degrees. These 

varying degrees of being B capable means there wUl be some B capable people who have 

a greater ease achievhig I capabUities, and be more successfiil at achieving eudaimonia. 

Thus, the level of B capabihties one that beghis with wUl in part determme the success 

one has of achievhig eudahnonia. 

Second, even those who rate high on the spectram of B capabihties may stUl faU 

to achieve eudahnonia. Consider the claim m Section I, Part A, that laziness and poor 
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choices can inhibh the achievement of eudaimonia. This is a factor that must be 

considered; for someone who is too lazy to practice the virtues wUl never reach 

eudahnonia. Likewise, someone who knows how to achieve and practice the virtues, but 

prefers to spend his time accraing vast sums of wealth or indulging in dranken orgies has 

made a choice that wiU significantly impair the abUity to achieve eudaunonia. The key 

here is that the individual could achieve eudaimonia, and knows how to achieve 

eudahnonia, and chooses to do somethmg else."*' 

Lastly, h is possible that a child wiU faU to achieve eudaimonia due to a lack of 

adequate material condhions. For those who meet the threshold of B capabUities, the 

state is requhed to provide certam extemal goods (clean water, education, the common 

meal, health care, and the hke). But for some, these extemal goods wiU stUl not be 

enough. Consider the foUowing parallel: within modem American society, children 

hving at or below the poverty Ime are given certain extemal goods by the state, hke 

education, food, and subsidized housing. For some children this is enough and they will 

succeed in hfe. For others, minimal extemal goods is not enough to insure success. Lack 

of parental supervision and support combined with material deprivation creates too many 

hurdles to overcome. In the same way, even though children of the productive class are 

given extemal goods by the state, h may not be enough. 

Therefore, there are at least three ways in which a child of the productive class 

may faU to achieve eudahnonia. This faUure, combhied with the fact that one must eam a 

"M am not entirely convinced this is a serious problem facing the children of the productive class. 
It seems far more likely that laziness and bad choices would be endemic within the upper class children, 
who can afford to hve a life of indulgence if they so choose. Nonetheless, since the possibihty exists, it 
seems necessary to explore it. 
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living, leaves chUdren of the productive class particularly susceptible to ttiming into 

craftsmen. So, the productive class wiU contmue to persist, as long as there are children 

of the productive class who faU to achieve eudahnonia. 
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CHAPTER v n 

OBJECTIONS 

The Argument from Hohsm 

One interpretation of Aristotle's Politics rans counter to the theory presented 

above: the hohstic conception. The holistic conception of the Politics clahns that the 

goal of the pohs is overarchmg - h is more hnportant and valuable than the goal of any 

individual member of the pohs. Furthermore, the success of the pohs is viewed in terms 

of the majority: tf the majority of the members of the pohs are fulfillmg the goal of the 

pohs, the pohs is successfiil. 

Because hohsm is a nebulous concept at best, an example of hohsm might prove 

usefiil. According to hohsm, if the goal of the pohs is the production of vast sums of 

wealth, the pohs is successfiil in its goal if the majority of hs people possess vast sums of 

wealth. Turning to Aristotle's ideal pohs, the goal is the production of good human 

functionmg (eudaimonia). Therefore, the hohst wUl argue that Aristotle's ideal pohs is 

successful if it produces the most eudahnon members. As MUler explains: 

[o]ne interpretation is hohstic: the common advantage is 
the good of the whole city state, which resembles an 
organism in that h has an end which is distinct from, and 
superior to, the ends of h's mdividual members. [For 
example] Socrates' own end is subordmate to the end of the 

1 1 44 

City-state as a whole. 

'"' Fred Miller, "Aristotie's Theory of Political Rights." Forthcoming in Richard O. Brooks and 
James B. Murphy (eds). Aristotle and Modem Law (Brookfield, VT: Ashgate Pubhshing), 14. 
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Why does this form of hohsm present an objection to the theory presented above? The 

acceptance of hohsm does not requhe everyone to be given the opportunity to achieve 

eudaimonia. ff h happens to be the case that the largest number of people achieve 

eudaimonia when the productive class is treated as nothing more than a 'free' slave class, 

then hohsm wiU accept this organization of the polls. The key to this objection is that if 

holism is accepted as the basis for understandmg rights within Aristotie, then the good of 

the pohs (which according to hohsm is the paramount good) might involve denying 

citizenship to some individuals in order to allow for a better city-state overall. 

We can see that this interpretation does hold some credence within the Politics: 

Aristotle's sets a premium on livmg a leisured, philosophic hfe which is best 

accomphshed when it is possible to rely on a large labor class to perform the menial but 

necessary fiinctions of the pohs. Thus, denyhig slaves, women, and the productive class 

a role in pohtical participation (and thereby the ability to achieve eudaimonia), is 

perfectly coherent under the hohstic view. 

In order to combat the objection from holism, h is necessary to combat hohsm 

head on, and argue that Aristotie does not favor the hohstic approach, but rather would 

agree whh the kind of moderate individuahsm the distributive conception entaUs. There 

are several textual references that might lead us to beheve Aristotie would endorse the 

distributive conception. 

Fhst, in Politics VU, Aristotie argues that "It is evident that the best constitution 

must be that organization hi which anyone might do best and hve a blessedly happy 
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hfe." Here Aristotie does not clahn that the goal of the constitution is to create a 

situation where as many people as possible can be happy (which would aUow for the kmd 

of exploration of the productive class hohsm advocates) rather, Aristotie wants to create 

a social stmcture where anyone may be happy. As noted m Chapter m, being happy does 

not necessarily hisure that a person wiU achieve vhtue, for slaves and women can be 

happy even though they can not achieve eudahnonia.'^ But those members of the 

productive class that can achieve eudaimonia must be given the opportunity to do so, or 

else the constitution of the pohs would be a faUure. Furthermore, the productive class 

has the abUity to reaUze they are being explohed and cannot be happy ffthey know they 

are being prevented from achievhig eudaimonia so that others can achieve eudaimonia 

merely because others were lucky enough to be bom into wealthy famUies.''̂  

Second, Aristotie clahns that "a city-state must not be caUed happy by looking at 

just a part, but by looking at aU the citizens."''* Aristotle's definition of citizenship is 

murky and it is unpossible to discem who should be rightfully be considered a citizen hi 

Aristotle's ideal pohs.'*' So, if some parts of the city are unhappy (because they are bemg 

exploited, for example), the city-state cannot be considered happy. Thus, the hohstic 

•** Politics. 1324a, 23-5. 

^ Here it is important to note the difference between 'happiness' and 'eudaimonia.' By 
'eudaimonia,' I mean the usual franslation of human flourishing, which is understood as a hfe that is hved 
in accordance with the virtues. Thus, a person can be happy while failing to achieve eudaimonia. 

"' This claim does not apply to natural slaves or women, for Aristotie exphcitiy asserts that both 
groups are happiest when involved in a custodial relationship. Therefore, neither group is being exploited, 
but rather, are in the best possible situation. 

''* Politics 1329a, 23-4 
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notton that the end of the city-state is distinct from the ends of each member of the pohs 

is dhectly contradicted by Aristotie: the end of the pohs is derivative of, not superior to, 

the goal of each individual member of the pohs. 

With this textual evidence in mmd, h is clear that the objection from hohsm faUs 

to be a meaningful refutation of the above presented theory, because hohsm hself is not a 

tenable mterpretation of Aristotie's view of the way to achieve the goal of the state. 

Argument for Economic CoUapse 

The most important practical objection to the theory presented above surrounds 

the economic stabUity of the pohs. If chUdren of the productive class are to be educated, 

two results foUow which may lead to the economic coUapse of the pohs: first, the state 

wdU be requhed to spend large sums on creating and perpetuating a system of cost-free 

education for aU chUdren; secondly, givmg the chUdren of craftsmen the tools necessary 

to achieve eudaimonia should, if successful, lead to a shrinking craftsmen population, ff 

educating aU free chUdren was Aristotle's intent m his conception of the ideal pohs, there 

must be some way of explaining how the pohs can continue to thrive while shouldering 

huge expenditures on education and deahng with a decrease m the skiUed labor 

population. What can address this serious concem? 

Keepmg in mmd the discussion of Chapter VI, there are two addhional solutions 

which, workmg hi conjunction could mitigate the economic blow to the pohs: an 

increased rehance on natural slaves and hnported labor, as weU as using pubUc land to 

' For more information on why it is so difficult to determine who Aristotie thinks ought to be 
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mcrease the revenues of the state. Examining both of these solutions wiU combat the 

objection from economic coUapse. 

Fnst, a decrease in the number of craftsmen can be overcome by a dependence on 

natural slaves who can perform the same skiUs as craftsmen and wiU not be taken away 

from theh job m order to be educated. There does not appear to be any reason why 

natural slaves cannot perform skiUed tasks (such as those performed by craftsmen), as 

evidenced by Aristotie's clahn that slaves are rightly considered tools for action.^" 

Reference to Aristotie's time bolsters this clahn, for slaves often performed skiUed tasks; 

they were household stewards, merchants, and undertook many other skUled tasks for 

theh master. 

However, an over rehance on slaves could weaken the pohs by creathig a city ripe 

for slave revoh, so rt is necessary to offer other sources for skiUed craftsmen. For that 

reason, a plausible alternative would be the importation of skUled labor from other city-

states. The flux of worker populations has occurred since the beghming of civilization, 

and a lack of skiUed workers in Aristotle's ideal pohs would most assuredly be met with 

an mcrease in hnmigration. Further, because this immigrant population wUl be resident 

ahens, they wUl not be considered 'real' members of the pohs, exempting the state from 

the responsibUity to educate them. 

In the Politics, Aristotle offers no way to pay for a system of pubhc education; 

however, an answer can be found by examining how Aristotle suggests the poUs pay for 

citizens in his ideal pohs, see Kraut, chapter 10. 

*° Politics. 1254a, 1-12 
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another pubhc good open to aU that not everyone can afford: the common meal. 

Aristotie's rationale for the public fiindmg of the common meal is that h is an mtegral 

part of pohtical participation that no one should be barred from due to an inabUity to 

contribute. In order for the state to fimd the common meal, Aristotle suggests that part of 

the land m the polls be held and farmed pubhcly, and those proceeds pay for the common 

meal. Presumably, the reason for this is as Kraut suggests: 

[sjuppose h were discovered as the ideal city is bemg 
founded, that private ownership would leave certain needs 
unmet. . And suppose the most fah and eflBcient method 
for meethig this need is to make less of the territory 
available for private ownership and to set aside a larger 
amount for communal development. Aristotle has every 
reason to endorse this solution.^' 

Kraut's argument can be used not only as rationale for commonly held land to fiind the 

common meal, but also to explain how pubhc education can be fimded by the state 

without leading to the bankmptcy of the pohs. Because education is an integral part of 

the fiinctioning of the pohs, and one that no free male member of the pohs should be 

excluded from, use of pubhcly held land to cover the expense of the educational system is 

a reasonable way to defray the cost, and one that Aristotle would surely endorse. 

Therefore, whUe the cost of a pubhc education system wUl be immense and cannot be 

trivialized, the cost and consequences wiU not be so dhe as to lead to the economic 

coUapse of the pohs. 

'̂ Kraut, 336. 
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Argument From the 'Free' versus 'Unfree' Distinction 

The final serious objection that arises from the theory presented above surrounds 

the distinction between 'free' and 'unfree.' Some may argue that whUe the productive 

class IS not 'unfree' in the way that natural slaves are, Ukewise Aristotie did not intend to 

categorize members of the productive class as 'free' either; craftsmen are some 

intermediary between slavery and freedom, ff this objection is correct, then not only are 

the productive class not free, but they have no claim to the type of pubhc goods and 

benefits suggested m Chapter V. 

A careful consideration of Aristotie's vmtmg wdU confront this objection, and 

give a deeper understanding of the distmction between those who are free versus those 

who are not. There are two hnes of argument that wiU combat this objection; first, that 

Aristotie never discusses any intermediary between the free and unfree and second, 

Aristotle makes h clear in the Politics that craftsmen are not slaves. 

Fhst consider the fact that Aristotle never discusses an mtermediary between 

those who are free and those who are unfree. In Book I, Aristotle introduces the 

groupings that are 'natural.' After noting the natural difference between men and women, 

Aristotle mtroduces the difference between a master (who is free) and a slave. At 1254a, 

Aristotle argues: 

[flor anyone who, despite being human, is by nature not his 
own but someone else's is a natural slave. And he is 
someone else's when, desphe bemg human, he is a piece of 
property; and a piece of property is a tool for action that is 
separate from its owner. ^ 

^̂  Politics. 1254a, 12-16. 
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In the enthety of Book I, where Aristotie lays forth his discussion of the foundations and 

nature of the city-state, he fails to note any hitermediary class between those who are free 

and those who are unfree. ff Aristotie's mtention in Book I was to set out the nattire and 

function of the pohs and hs members, and he beheved that the productive class were an 

mtermediary between the free and the unfree, then he would have certahdy mcluded an 

explanation of this in Book I. His sUence on this pomt leads to the behef that craftsmen 

are not mtermediaries, but are either free or unfree. 

Aristotie offers a bh more textual evidence suggestmg that the productive class 

are not something between free and unfree. At 1255a, Aristotie argues that "h is evident, 

then, . some [people] of whom are naturaUy free, others naturaUy slaves."" Aristotie 

is attempting to Ulustrate that the distmction between the free and unfree is a distmction 

that occurs naturally, arguing that some people are naturaUy free, and others are naturally 

slaves. Here again is a place in the text where Aristotie would be expected to make the 

distmction between the free, the unfree, and the productive class, if he believed that was a 

distinction to be made. Yet again, he remams sUent. Because Aristotle does not make a 

distinction between the productive class and the free in his discussion of the way people 

ought to be grouped, it is clear that he does not beheve that the productive class is an 

hitermediary. 

However, this does not circumvent the objection completely; an objector may 

reasonably clahn that Aristotle thought members of the productive class should be 

53 Ibid., 1255a, 1-3. 
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grouped with natural slaves, not the free. There is ample textual evidence to lead an 

objector to this conclusion, and thus, h must be demonstrated that Aristotie did not 

beheve craftsmen should be considered natural slaves. 

The first way to confront this objection is to remember the distinction Aristotle 

draws between the way a Greek society was actually ran, and the ideas he presents for his 

ideal pohs. Note that most of the textual evidence suggestmg that craftsmen ought to be 

grouped with slaves is mcluded in the descriptive sections of the Politics, particularly 

Book ni . In order to determine how Aristotle thought craftsmen ought to be categorized, 

h is necessary to examhie the sections where Aristotie sets forth his theory of the ideal 

pohs, which beghis m Book Vn and contmues to the end of the text. While there are a 

number of places where Aristotle claims that aU free people should be treated ahke, there 

are two places m the text which directly refute the idea that craftsmen ought to be 

considered unfree.^'' 

In Book v n of the Politics, Aristotle outlmes the way the ideal pohs should be 

developed, including where the city-state should be located, the availabUity of ports, the 

correct size of the pohs, and other features he considers necessary to the creation of the 

ideal city-state. One of his prescriptions mvolves the distribution of arable land and who 

should work h; m this section he makes a strong claim about a large section of the 

productive class - farmers. Aristotle argues: 

[a]s for the farmers, ideally speakmg, they should be 
racially heterogeneous and spiritless slaves, since they 
would then be usefiil workers, unUkely to sth up change. 

^^ For many of these textual references, see Chapters IV and V of this thesis. 
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At second best, they should be non-Greek subject peoples, 
shnUar m nature to the slaves just mentioned. 

This quotation agam bolsters the clahn that there is no intermediary between those who 

are free and those who are unfree; but h also has a much broader purpose. Consider the 

fact that in the Greek world, farmers were members of the productive class. If Aristotie 

beheved that the productive class was unfree, h would be unnecessary m the formulation 

of his ideal pohs to clahn that farmers should be slaves, for this would be no change from 

the practices of actual Greek society. Because Aristotie exphcitly states that the class of 

farmers should be composed of slaves, he must beheve that farmers m the actual Greek 

pohs (and thus aU members of the productive class) were free, and not slaves. 

Furthermore, Aristotle does not even beheve that free farmers farming theh own 

land is the second-best option m his ideal pohs, as he clahns that non-(jreek subject 

peoples should serve as farmers if enough slaves are not available. Therefore, Nussbaum 

is correct in her assumption that: 

[t]his, I think, may be why he [Aristotle] rather wistfiiUy 
says h would be nice if all the farmers and craftsmen could 
be natural slaves . . for then, of course, there wUl be a 
complete comcidence between the people who lack B-
capabUities and the people who, for contmgent reasons, 
can't get I-capabUities.^* 

Aristotie does not want free people to serve m menial and slavish jobs in his ideal pohs. 

In order to hisure this does not happen, he is forced to argue that these positions should 

be fiUed by groups who cannot achieve the fiiU range of B capabiUties (slaves. 

^̂  Politics. 1330a, 25-29. 

^̂  Nussbaum, Nature Function, 175. 
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barbarians); however, m makmg sure that those who are unfree are the people servmg in 

menial poshions, he is also making h clear that members of the productive class are free 

and should be treated in the same manner as aU other free people. 

The second textual reference which demonstrates that members of the productive 

class are not free is found at 1337b m Book Vni of the Politics. Aristotie claims: 

[t]hat chUdren should be taught those usefiil things that are 
really necessary, however, is not unclear. But it is evident 
that they should not be taught aU of them, since there is a 
difference between the tasks of the free and those of the 
unfree, and that they should share only in such useful 
thmgs as vriU not turn them mto vulgar craftsmen.^' 

WhUe we have exammed this quotation before, it is a key passage that draws out the 

distinction between the free and the unfree. Here Aristotle makes two mterrelated 

claims: first, that the tasks of the free and different than those of the free, and second, that 

the state must carefiiUy educate chUdren to hisure that they do not tum mto craftsmen. 

The distmction between free and unfree is, accordmg to Aristotie a difference by nature. 

ff craftsmen were unfree hke slaves, this unfree nature would be apparent at birth, and 

Aristotie would not warn agamst turning chUdren into craftsmen (because they would be 

this way at bhth). The fact that Aristotie fears chUdren becommg craftsmen suggests that 

members of the productive class are not unfree by birth, but that theh capabUities erode 

CO 

as they engage m slavish, productive behavior. 

^̂  Politics. 1337b, 3-9. 

'* This quotation does not prohibh tiie notion that members of the productive class may tiun 
slavish (and thus unfree) over time, because of the requirements of tiieir profession. Nonetheless, tiie 
"devolving" of craftsmen mto slaves does not discount tiie theory presented above, for even children who 
are bom to slavish, "unfree" parents should still be properly considered free. 
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Thus, there are clear indications that Aristotle believes that the only distmction to 

be made m the ideal pohs is that of 'free' and 'unfree,' and that he does not beheve there 

is some intermediary between the two. It is also not the case that members of the 

productive class are unfree (like slaves), for Aristotle makes h clear that craftsmen are 

indeed free. Therefore, while the objection from the distinction between free and unfree 

contains some merit and seems initiaUy plausible, looking at the textual evidence hedges 

this objection and shows it to have no real weight. 
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CHAPTER v m 

CONCLUSIONS 

What I have presented above is an interpretation of Aristotie's Politics that 

mcorporates Nussbaum's capabUities approach m order to suggest that Aristotie beheved 

that in the ideal polls, chUdren of the productive class should be given the same social 

benefits, particuhu-ly education, that all free male chUdren receive. After fleshmg out and 

discussmg what each capability entaUs, h was then possible to weed out those members 

of the pohs whom Aristotle did not wish to extend social benefits to. In discussing those 

groups Aristotle wants to deny social benefits to, the problem surroundmg members of 

the productive class became clear: while there is no textual reason why the productive 

class is denied social benefits, and there is no reason according to the Nussbaum 

capabiUties approach, nonetheless, h seems that Aristotle wants to deny aU craftsmen the 

poUtical participation and goods of the state. It then became apparent that while there 

may be justified reasons why Aristotle denies chizenship to adult craftsmen, due to the 

erosion of theh abUities over thne, there was no reason why the chUdren of members 

belongmg to the productive class ought to be denied the rights of citizenship. From there, 

h was possible to examhie the text of the Politics, and find evidence suggesting that 

Aristotie actuaUy beheved that the children of craftsmen ought to be considered free 

members of the pohs, and thus should be educated and entitied to aU the benefits the state 

extends to free upper class male children. After examining this theory, h was then 

possible to suggest and refute three main objections to the theory. 
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The modem conception of democracy has evolved from the conceptions of Plato 

and Aristotle to the encompassing, social democracy we find advocated m Locke and 

Rawls. The above presented theory is not intended to serve as a foundation to these 

modem hberal thiiJcers; h is apparent that Aristotle was not in favor of the modem 

conception of hberal democracy. This theory was mtended as a mterpretation of Aristotle 

that incorporates some of our notions about free and equal education, while stiU retaining 

Aristotle's theory of the ideal pohs and his many prejudices. While the above presented 

theory is far from pamthig Aristotle as a social democratic thinker, as advocated and 

argued by thinkers such as MUler and Nussbaum, it does Ulustrate that Aristotle had 

leanings toward, and behefs about, a more free and open system of political participation. 
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